LANCASTER COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
STAFF MEETING
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2021
COUNTY CITY BUILDING
ROOM 112 - CITY COUNTY CHAMBERS
8:30 A.M.
Location Announcement of the Nebraska Open Meetings Act: A copy of the Nebraska
Open Meetings Act is located on the wall at the back of the room.
AGENDA ITEM

1. APPROVAL OF STAFF MEETING MINUTES FOR NOVEMBER 23, 2021
STAFF MEETING MINUTES FOR NOVEMBER 23, 2021

2. 8:30 A.M. - QUARTERLY IS UPDATE
David Young, Director, Lincoln-Lancaster County Information Services
3. 8:45 A.M. - QUARTERLY PLANNING UPDATE
David Cary, Director, Stephen Henrichson, Development Review
Manager, and Paul Barnes, Long Range Planning Manager, LincolnLancaster County Planning
A.

Briefing on SP12042
Documents:
Item 3A__SP21042 - CB SUMMARY REPORT.pdf

B.

General Update

4. 9:15 A.M. - COUNTY BOARD REDISTRICTING
David Cary, Director, and Paul Barnes, Long Range Planning Manager,
Lincoln-Lancaster County Planning
Documents:
Item 4__County Voting Precinct Map.pdf
Item 4__Commissioner Districts Population Allocation.pdf

Documents:
Item 4__County Voting Precinct Map.pdf
Item 4__Commissioner Districts Population Allocation.pdf

5. 9:45 A.M. - BOARD OF CORRECTIONS - Brad Johnson, Director,
Corrections
Brad Johnson, Director, Corrections
Documents:
Item 5__Board of Corrections 3rd quarter 2021.docx

6. 10:15 A.M. - UNCLASSIFIED SALARIES
Doug McDaniel, Director, Lincoln-Lancaster County Human Resources
Documents:
Item 6__2022 Appointed Salary Matches.pdf
Item 6__Appointed Officials Info for the Board 2022.pdf

7. 10:30 A.M. - COVID-19 UPDATE AND RESPONSE
8. ACTION ITEMS
A.

Setting the annual salary for Landon Parks, Community
Corrections Assistant Director, at $94,372, effective November 18,
2021.

B.

Change Order to C-21-0524 with BIC Construction, LLC, to replace
a storm sewer area drain for the Election Commission Expansion
(Bid No. 21-137). The Change Order is an increase of $1,076.
Kerin Peterson, Director, Facilities and Properties
Documents:
Action B__Elec. Comm. Change Order Request.pdf

9. DEPUTY CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER REPORT
A.

Invitation to LPS Superintendent Search Input Session
Tuesday, December 14, 2021 @ 9:00 a.m.

B.

Lincoln Chamber of Commerce Celebrate Business Awards
Luncheon
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 @ 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

10. DISCUSSION OF BOARD MEMBER MEETINGS ATTENDED
A.

Lincoln Partnership for Economic Development (LPED) Meeting
Tuesday, November 30, 2021 @ 8:00 a.m.
Vest / Schorr

A.

Lincoln Partnership for Economic Development (LPED) Meeting
Tuesday, November 30, 2021 @ 8:00 a.m.
Vest / Schorr

B.

Chamber Coffee
Wednesday, December 1, 2021 @ 8:00 a.m.
Vest/ Yoakum

11. SCHEDULE OF BOARD MEMBER MEETINGS
A.

Reducing Racial & Ethnic Disparities Committee
Friday, December 3, 2021 @ 8:00 a.m.
Yoakum

B.

Railroad Transportation Safety District (RTSD) Meeting
Monday, December 6, 2021 @ 11:00 a.m.
Vest / Schorr / Amundson

12. EMERGENCY ITEMS
13. ADJOURNMENT

COUNTY BOARD SUMMARY REPORT
TO

:

County Clerk: Attn: Meggan Reppert

FROM :

David R. Cary, Director of Planning

RE

County Special Permit 21042 (Resolution PC-01788)
(Allow for the construction of a large Solar Energy Conversion System - west of 148th to
190th Streets and from Holdrege Street to north Havelock Avenue)

:

DATE :

November 29, 2021

1. Attached is the Planning Staff Report and application documents (pp.1-152) associated with
County Special Permit 21042, to allow for the construction of a large Solar Energy Conversion
System on property generally located from west of 148th to 190th Streets and from Holdrege
Street to north of Havelock Avenue.
This application was included on the October 27, 2021, and November 17, 2021, Planning
Commission agenda.
2. As indicated in the staff report, the staff recommendation of conditional approval is based upon
the staff report “Analysis” as set forth on pp.2-7 of the Summary Report, concluding that the
proposed Large Solar Energy Conversion System provides for alternative, renewable source of
energy, which is supported and promoted by the 2040 Comprehensive Plan. The project meets
all conditions of the special permit. The proposed vegetative buffer and setback from the
property line to the solar panels should help mitigate any impact to non-participating properties.
3. On October 27, 2021, the Planning Commission held a public hearing on this application. The
staff presentation is found on pp.44-45.
4. Testimony on behalf of the applicant and by the applicant is found on p.45. Testimony in
support of this application can be found on p.46. Neutral testimony can be found on pp.46-47.
Testimony in opposition is found of pp.47-49. Discussion with the staff and the Planning
Commission is found on p.50. The applicant’s rebuttal is found on pp.50-51.
5. On October 27, 2021, the Planning Commission made several motions to add conditions. They
also voted to rescind one condition for a 300’ setback by a 4-2 vote. The Commission then
voted 4-2 (Cruz and Rodenburg dissenting; Corr, Ball and Scheer absent) to approve this
special permit with several conditions. The motion failed due to not receiving the necessary
five affirmative votes; therefore, action on this matter was delayed to November 17, 2021. See
pp.51-55 for the Commission discussion and votes.
6. On November 10, 2021, the Planning Department sent the Planning Commission a memo that
provided a “set of potential revisions to the conditions” for their consideration which addressed
some issues raised by the Commission on October 27. (See pp.143-145)
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7. On November 17, 2021, staff discussion with the Planning Commission can be found on pp.5557. The Commission vote to deny the special permit failed 4-3 due to lack of receiving five
affirmative votes. (Eddins, Ryman-Yost and Edgerton dissenting). The Planning Commission
then voted 6-1 (Rodenburg dissenting; Joy and Corr absent) to adopt PC-01788, approving
Special Permit 21042, as set forth with the conditions from the memo dated November 10,
2021, plus an additional condition, to include enhanced landscaping requirements.
8. On November 24, 2021, an appeal was filed by Dennis C. Tegtmeier, Attorney for Marian
Malone and Union Bank and Trust Company, as Trustee of the Marian L. Malone Revocable
Trust dated April 17, 2007, 140 No. 8th Street, Ste. 250, Lincoln, NE 68508. (See pp.146-155).
9. All documentation submitted on this application is available in the Planning Department or can
be accessed on the internet at www.lincoln.ne.gov (Search for “PATS”). Click on "Planning
Application Tracking Service (PATS)" at the top of the page, click "Selection Screen" under
"PATS Tools" on the right side of the screen, type in the application number (i.e. SP21042), click
on "Search", then "Select", and go to "Related Documents".
The Planning staff will meet with the County Board on December 2, 2021, at 8:30 a.m., in Studio
Room 113 on the First Floor of the County-City Building, to brief the board members on this special
permit application. The public hearing on this special permit before the Lancaster County Board is
scheduled for Tuesday, December 7, 2021, at 9:00 a.m., at the County-City Building, 555 S. 10th
Street, Room 112, Lincoln, NE.
If you need any further information, please let me know (402-441-6365).
cc:

County Board
David Derbin, Co. Attorney’s Office
John Ward, County Attorney’s Office
Chris Schroeder, LLCHD
David Levy

Tom Cajka, Planning
Jenifer Holloway, Co. Attorney’s Office
Pam Dingman, County Engineer
Pat Borer, LFR

LINCOLN/LANCASTER COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

FROM THE LINCOLN/LANCASTER COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT, 555 S. 10TH STREET, SUITE 213, LINCOLN, NE 68508
APPLICATION NUMBER
Special Permit #21042

FINAL ACTION?
Yes

DEVELOPER/OWNER
Salt Creek Solar, LLC

PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING DATE
October 27, 2021

RELATED APPLICATIONS
None

PROPERTY ADDRESS/LOCATION
Generally from N. 148th St to N. 190th St
and Holdrege St. to north of Havleock Ave.

RECOMMENDATION: CONDITIONAL APPROVAL
BRIEF SUMMARY OF REQUEST
This is a request for a Special Permit per Article 13.051 of the
Lancaster County Zoning Regulations for a Large Solar Energy
Conversion System (SECS) for up to 125 megawatts on approximately
1,430 acres.

JUSTIFICATION FOR RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Large Solar Energy Conversion System provides for
alternative, renewable source of energy, which is supported and
promoted by the 2040 Comprehensive Plan. The project meets all
conditions of the special permit. The proposed vegetative buffer and
setback from the property line to the solar panels should help mitigate
any impact to non-participating properties.

APPLICATION CONTACT
David Levy, 402-213-9063
dlevy@bairdholm.com
STAFF CONTACT
Tom Cajka, (402) 441-5662 or
tcajka@lincoln.ne.gov

COMPATIBILITY WITH THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The proposed project meets the goals of the Comprehensive Plan to promote renewable energy sources. The project
meets all requirements of Article 13.051.
WAIVERS:
None
KEY QUOTES FROM THE 2040 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
P.1.4 - The importance of building sustainable communities — communities that conserve and efficiently utilize our
economic, social, and environmental resources so that the welfare of future generations is not compromised – has long
been recognized. This concept has grown in importance with increased understanding of the limits to energy supplies
and community resources, the likelihood that energy costs will continue to increase in the future, the climatic impacts
of energy consumption, and the impacts on the physical and economic health of the community. LPlan 2040 describes a
community that values natural and human resources, supports advances in technology, and encourages development
that improves the health and quality of life of all citizens.
P.1.5 – The economy provides opportunities for local food production and sales, renewable energy production, and the
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benefit of natural resources produced in the area and integrates them into the land use pattern.
P.2.6 – Agriculture is still a major factor in Lancaster County’s economy with about 90 percent of the land area of the
county being used for agricultural production.
P.3.3 – Environmental resources reside within a broad range of settings that should be considered as policy and
development decisions are made.
P.3.11- Preserve agricultural land within Tier I and Tier II areas, both to reduce conflicts in the future growth of
Lincoln and to ensure available land for the production of food products that are important to the health and economic
vitality of the community.
P.5.1 – Focus primarily on retention and expansion of existing businesses; attracting new businesses should also be
encouraged.
P.5.2 – Strive for predictability for neighborhoods and developers.
P.5.4 – Agriculture is the dominant land use in Lancaster County, accounting for roughly ¾ of all land.
P.7.2 – Strive for predictability for neighborhoods and developers for residential development and redevelopment.
P.7.2 – Encourage acreages to develop in appropriate areas and preserve farmland.
P.7.12 – LPlan 2040 supports the preservation of land in the bulk of the County for agricultural and natural resource
purposes. However, it recognizes that some parts of the County are in transition from predominantly agricultural uses
to a mix that includes more residential uses. Balancing the demand for rural living and the practical challenge of
integrating acreages with traditional land uses will continue.
P.11.2 – Promote renewable energy sources.
P.11.3 – Lincoln must develop a comprehensive strategy of fuel diversity and encourage conservation, alternative forms
of energy and modern energy technologies.
P.11.4 – Energy from renewable resources such as solar, geothermal, and wind technologies generally does not
contribute to climate change or local air pollution and generally conserves nonrenewable natural resources.
P.11.7 – Local government entities, including all local utilities, should strive to increase utilization of renewable energy
sources such as wind power, hydropower, solar energy, biomass, and geothermal energy.
P.11.7 – Continue to encourage and expand wind and solar access to buildings and other land uses.
P.11.22 – Continue to include, and increase where feasible, renewable sources of energy, such as wind and solar
energy, in future planning of LES facilities and partnerships.
P.12.8 – Tier II shows areas where long term utility planning is occurring today and acts as a secondary reserve should
Tier I develop faster than anticipated. Tier II should remain in its current use in order to allow for future urban
development.
P.12.9 – Tier III provides an approximately 131 square mile area for Lincoln’s longer term growth potential-beyond 44
years.
ANALYSIS
1. This application is for a Large Solar Energy Conversion System with a capacity of up to 125 megawatts alternating
current (MWac). The panels will utilize photovoltaic technology to convert solar energy into electricity. The panels
use anti-reflection materials to retain as much of the solar spectrum as possible. The panels use a single-axis
tracking panel technology which allows the panels to follow the sun throughout the day.
2. The special permit area covers approximately 1,430 acres located approximately from N.148th St. to N.190th St. and
from Holdrege St. to north of Havelock Ave. All of the project area is zoned AG-Agriculture. The entire project of
2,807 acres is split between City and County zoning jurisdictions. This special permit is only for the county
jurisdiction.
3. The project area includes outlots within 4 Community Unit Plans. A recent text amendment to the Lancaster
County Zoning Regulations was approved by the County Board in September 2021. The text amendment approved
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the use of Solar Energy Conversion System on outlots within a Community Unit Plan. The solar panels or associated
appurtenances must be located 300 feet from a non-participating property with a dwelling.
4. The project area mainly contains farm ground, but also contains native grasslands, wetlands and flood plain. The
project will avoid these environmentally sensitive areas.
5. The applicant’s letter states that the project would provide energy for approximately 16,000 homes.
6. The applicant notes that they have engaged in community outreach through meetings individuals and an open
house. An open house on the project was held at Southeast Community College on June 3, 2021.
7. Pierce County and Madison County zoning regulations for commercial solar farms were reviewed. Pierce and
Madison Counties had similar regulations. Both required that the solar projects use fixed panel photovoltaic that
are ground mounted using rammed post construction technique. The panels must be located to support rainwater
between each module and growth of vegetation beneath the arrays. They must also limit impact of storm water
runoff. Setbacks are 30 feet side and rear measured from lot line abutting a residential use or district. Both
counties require a decommissioning plan.
8. Clay County zoning regulations for commercial solar farm was reviewed. Clay County requires that no solar panels
be within the flood plain, wetlands or scenic areas. A vegetation management plan is required. An emergency
response plan that identifies all entry areas, shut offs, disconnects and valves is required. Setbacks are 300 feet to
a dwelling and 500’ from a dwelling to an inverter. A decommissioning plan is reqruied. In addition the applicant
must meet with the local Natural Resource District.
9. A review of Saunders County and Cass County zoning regulations for commercial solar farms found that setbacks are
the same as the district, but no less than 30 feet for a side or rear yard to a residential use or district. This is a
smaller setback than the 100 foot setback to non-participating properties with a residence Lincoln required in the
previous special permits.
Screening is required only if a dwelling is within 300 feet of a solar panel. The solar farm must be designed as to
absorb or detain stormwater runoff. The project must conform with National and State fire code.
10. An increased risk of fire around the solar array has been a concern. The City of Lincoln fire department was asked
to look at the risk of fire to a solar facility. The fire department found that the risk of fire is very low. A review
found that most fires associated with solar panels are from roof mounted units.
A paper, “Health and Safety Impacts of Solar Photovoltaics”, by North Carolina State University Clean Energy
Technology Center May 2017 (Paper) ( to access full report ctrl + click on link and then enter SP19036A in
application number box) addressed many concerns of Photovoltaic (PV) solar systems, including fire. The paper
identified that only a small portion of materials in the panels are flammable and those components cannot selfsupport a significant fire. Flammable components include the thin layers of polymer encapsulates surrounding the
PV cells, plastic junction boxes and insulation on wiring. The rest of the panel is composed of non-flammable
components, mainly the protective glass.
Fire from solar panels is extremely rare. Installed properly, PV solar panels do not cause fires. Where fire has
started from a solar panel it was in most cases electrical arcing due to improper installation, faulty wiring, or
insufficient insulation. (nachi.org/solar-panel-fire-electrical-hazards.htm)
11. Environmental impacts from solar systems are often a topic of concern. The North Carolina State paper also
addressed environmental impacts. A PV solar system has small amounts of toxic materials. Solar PV panels consist
of glass, polymer, aluminum, copper and semiconductor materials. Some panels contain a small amount of lead.
The lead is being phased out. Lead was a component of solder. Testing to simulate the potential for leaching from
broken panels did not find a potential toxicity threat from these trace elements.
The applicant has informed the Planning Department that the project will use crystalline silicon panels that contain
no lead or cadmium. Cadmium is only found in thin film solar panels.
LLCHD did not find any unusual risk to air quality or soil/groundwater contamination of solar panels compared to
any other type of man-made structure. As an example, solar panels provide no more risk to air quality of a fire or
soil contamination after a storm than a large agricultural building filled with vehicles, agricultural farm products
and chemicals.
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No other use within the Lancaster County Zoning Regulations requires an Environmental Impact Study. These uses
include, but not limited to, manufacturing and processing of chemicals and petroleum products, metal products,
salvage yards, commercial feedlot, and commercial wind energy conversion system.
12. A study, “Analysis of the Potential for a Heat Island Effect in Large Solar Farms” conducted by the Center for Life
Cycle Analysis, Department of Earth and Environmental Engineering, Columbia University found that an analysis of
18 months of detailed data showed that in most days, the solar array was completely cooled at night, and thus, it
is unlikely that a heat island effect could occur.
13. The 2040 Comprehensive Plan supports renewable energy sources and alternative fuels. Renewable energy
generally does not contribute to climate change or local air pollution and generally conserves nonrenewable
natural resources. Solar has the potential to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions by reducing
the amount of fuel required to produce a unit of energy output.
14. Solar Energy Conversion System was added to the Lancaster County Zoning Regulations by Special Permit in July
2020. The Lancaster County Board approved the change unanimously. The special permit requires the following
conditions be met.
a. The Large Solar Facility shall use photovoltaic cells to convert solar energy into electricity.
The applicant’s letter states that the panels will use photovoltaics technology to convert solar
energy into electricity.
b. No electrical substation owned or operated by a private electric supplier, or any other facility owned or
operated by a private electric supplier to support the generation, transmission or distribution of electricity
for a Large Solar Facility, shall be located as to cause an exceedance of the following noise level standards.
1. From the hours of 10 pm to 7 am: Fifty (50) dBA maximum 10-minute Laeq
2. From the hours of 7 am to 10 pm: Sixty (60) dBA maximum 10-minute Laeq
For the purposes of determining compliance with these standards, noise levels shall be measured at the
closest exterior wall of any dwelling unit located on the property that submitted the noise complaint. If
an electrical substation(s) owned or operated by a private electric supplier violates a noise standard at
a dwelling unit constructed after the electrical substation(s) is approved, then the electrical substation
becomes a non-conforming use. Electrical substations owned by public electric suppliers shall not be
subject to the noise level standards herein.
The applicant’s letter states that there is no substation within the County zoning jurisdiction, but
the inverters in the City jurisdiction will meet the noise level requirements.
c. Obtain an approved erosion control plan from the Lower Platte South Natural Resource District or Nemaha
Natural Resources District, depending on the location of the Large Solar Facility, before receiving building
permits.
The erosion control plan will be submitted prior to building permit.
d. The Large Solar Facility shall provide visual screening for adjacent non-participating residential uses, public
park uses, and school uses, through setbacks as otherwise required in the Lancaster County Zoning
Regulations and/or other techniques to address the site-related impacts of the Large Solar Facility on
adjacent non-participating properties.
1.

The applicant shall use fences, walls, berming, vegetation, or some combination thereof to
provide visual screening. Fencing, walls or berming may be used to supplement other screening
methods, but shall not account for over fifty percent (50%) of the screening. Existing natural
features, topography and vegetation may be used to achieve visual screening if provided in
accordance to the visual screening requirements provided herein.
a.

If the visual screening is for adjacent non-participating residential uses, it shall be
provided as follows:
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b.

i.

The screen shall only be required if the closest exterior wall of
the dwelling is within three hundred (300) feet of the property line
adjacent to the Large Solar Facility.

ii.

If the screen is required, the screen shall cover one hundred percent
(100%) of the surface area of a vertical plane extending along the
property line adjacent to the Large Solar Facility at an amount equal
to or greater than the surface area of the dwelling to be visually
screened, plus seventy five (75) feet in both directions or until it
reaches a public road right-of-way, whichever comes first, and from
the ground to a height of at least eight (8) feet above the adjacent
ground.

If the visual screening is for adjacent non-participating public park or school uses, it
shall be provided as follows:
i.

2.

If the visual screening is achieved through a fence or wall, it shall be provided along the
property line as follows:
a.

3.

4.

5.

The screen shall cover at least seventy percent (70%) of a vertical
plane extending along the entire property line adjacent to the Large
Solar Facility, from the ground to a height of at least eight (8) feet
above the adjacent ground.

Acceptable fence and wall materials for visual screening include masonry, stone, and
wood, but exclude chain link fences (with or without slats). Alternative fence
materials being used for screening must be approved by the Planning Director.

If the visual screening is achieved through berming, it shall be provided along the property line
as follows:
a.

The side slopes shall not exceed three to one (3 to 1), horizontal to vertical.

b.

The mounded ground surface shall be protected to prevent erosion though the use
of turf lawn or other alternative groundcovers.

If the visual screening is achieved through vegetation, it shall be provided along the property
line as follows:
a.

At a rate of at least four (4) trees every one hundred (100) linear feet. Of the four
(4) trees every one hundred (100) linear feet, at least one (1) shall be a deciduous
shade tree and three (3) shall be evergreen or ornamental trees. The trees shall be
evenly distributed within each one hundred (100) linear feet section.

b.

At least two-thirds (2/3), but no more than three-quarters (3/4) of the total
ornamental/evergreen trees along the property line shall be made up of evergreen
trees.

c.

Each tree shall have a minimum mature height of fifteen (15) feet.

Visual screening is not required along the property line adjacent to a Participating Property.

The project will meet the conditions for screening to non-participating properties. There are no parks
or schools in the project area. A combination of fence, vegetation and existing landscape features will
provide screening.
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iii.

Each application shall have a decommissioning plan (removal of equipment/improvements and restoration
of lands) that is reviewed and approved by the Planning Department prior to beginning operations. The
decommissioning plan shall provide the following:
1.

A plan outlining the means, procedure, and costs of removing the Large Solar Facility, including,
but not limited to, the solar panels and collectors, electrical wiring/cabling, fencing, and any
related supporting infrastructure to a minimum depth of three (3) feet.

2.

At the expense of the permittee, a cost estimate for the decommissioning of the Large Solar
Facility and any estimated resale and salvage value shall be prepared by a professional
engineer. The permittee shall provide to the Planning Department a revised and updated
decommissioning cost estimate every five (5) years from the date of approval to cover the cost
of meeting this obligation. The decommissioning cost estimate shall explicitly detail the cost,
any estimated resale and salvage values, shall account for inflation, cost and value changes,
and advances in decommissioning technologies and approaches.

3.

The estimated decommissioning cost, less any resale and salvage value, shall be guaranteed in
one of the following forms: (i) surety bond, (ii) cash to be held in escrow by the County
Treasurer at a Bank, or (iii) a letter of credit from a financial institution reasonably acceptable
to the County which shall be irrevocable unless replaced with cash or other form of security
reasonably acceptable to County. The owner of the Large Solar Facility shall provide the
decommissioning cost guaranty no later than the end of the fifteenth (15th) year of operation,
and shall maintain the financial security thereafter for as long as the Large Solar Facility is in
existence or upon discontinuance, decommissioning, or abandonment of the Large Solar
Facility Such financial security shall be updated every five (5) years to cover the costs
associated with the updated decommissioning cost estimates.

4.

For purposes of this Section, discontinuance, decommissioning, or abandonment shall mean
the Large Solar Facility has produced no energy for twelve (12) consecutive months. The owner
or operator shall have twelve (12) months to complete decommissioning of the Large Solar
Facility. If the owner or operator of the Large Solar Facility fails to remove the installation in
accordance with the requirements of this permit or within twelve (12) months following
discontinuance, decommissioning, or abandonment, the County may collect the bond or other
financial security and the County or a hired third party may enter the property to physically
remove the installation.

The applicant will submit a decommissioning plan to be reviewed and approved by the Planning
Department prior to beginning operations. The decommissioning plan will describe the process for
dismantling the solar panels, site restoration, removal of all fences and wate management.
e. The Large Solar Facility shall meet the following setback requirements:
Non-Participating Property with a Dwelling
Non-Participating Property without a Dwelling
Participating Property with a Dwelling
Participating Property without a Dwelling
Public or Private Roadway

100 feet
50 feet
0 feet
0 feet
50 feet

The project will meet the setback requirements. The solar panels will need ot be sestback 300 feet
from a non-particpating dwelling if that dwelling is in a Community Unit Plan per Article 15.007. The
exact language from Article 15.007 is:
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An outlot within a Community Unit Plan reserved for agricultural uses, open space, common facilities, and
/or a Solar Energy Conversion System and all necessary appurtenances thereto may be used for such
designated use in accordance with Article 13 as required; provided that, notwithstanding the provisions of
Section 13.051(a)(vi), any Large Solar Facility on an outlot within a Community Unit Plan that has a final
plat recorded on or before September 7, 2021, shall have a property line setback of three hundred (300)
feet from any Non-Participaing Property with a dwelling within that Community Unit Plan.
15. The proposed special permit request is supported by the Comprehensive Plan and meets the conditions of the
special permit. The applicant is not requesting any waivers.
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL: See attached.
EXISTING LAND USE & ZONING: AG-Agriculture

Farm ground and multiple acreage lots

SURROUNDING LAND USE & ZONING
North:
South:
East:
West:

AG-Agriculture
AG-Agriculture
AG-Agriculture
AG-Agriculture

Farm ground and agreages
Farm ground and acreages
Farm ground and acreages
Farm ground and acreages

APPROXIMATE LAND AREA:

1,430 acres

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

see attached

Prepared by
___________________________
Tom Cajka, Planner
Date:

October 14, 2021

Applicant:

Salt Creek Solar, LLC
500 S. 4th Street
Eagle, NE 68347
240-437-2685

Contact:

David Levy
1700 Farnam Street Suite 1500
Omaha, NE 68102
402-213-9063
dlevy@bairdholm.com

Owner:

See attached list

https://linclanc.sharepoint.com/sites/PlanningDept-DevReview/Shared Documents/DevReview/SP/21000/SP21042 Salt Creek Solar.tjc.docx
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL – SPECIAL PERMIT #21042
Per Article 13.051 this approval permits a Solar Energy Conversion System.
Site Specific Conditions:
1.

2.

Before receiving building permits the permittee shall cause to be prepared and submitted to the Planning
Department a revised and reproducible final plot plan including 2 copies with all required revisions and
documents as listed below:
1.1

Add a note that no solar panels are allowed where significant streams are located within the property
or within drainage easements.

1.2

Identify the 100-year floodplain and any minimum flood corridors on the site plan to the satisfaction of
Lancaster County Engineering Department.

1.3

Add a note that no solar panels shall be located within the 100-year floodplain or any minimum flood
corridor.

1.4

In the Key on the site plan after 50 ft setback add, “Non-particpating property without a dwelling.”

1.5

In the Key on the ste plan after 100 ft seetback add, “Non-participating property with a dwelling.”

1.6

IN the Key on the site plan after 300 ft setback add, Non-particpating property with a dwelling tha is in
a Community Unit Plan.”

Before receiving building permits provide the following documents meeting all the requirements to the
Planning Department to the satisfaction of the Planning Director:
2.1

An Erosion Control Plan

2.2

A landscape plan.

2.3

A Decommissioning Plan.

Standard Conditions:
3. The following conditions are applicable to all requests:
3.1

Before starting the operation all development and construction shall substantially comply with the
approved plans.

3.2

All privately-owned improvements, including landscaping and recreational facilities, shall be
permanently maintained by the Permittee or an appropriately established homeowners association
approved by the City.

3.3

The physical location of all setbacks and yards, buildings, parking and circulation elements, and similar
matters be in substantial compliance with the location of said items as shown on the approved site
plan.

3.4

The terms, conditions, and requirements of this resolution shall run with the land and be binding upon
the Permittee, its successors and assigns.

3.5

The applicant shall sign and return the letter of acceptance to the County Clerk. This step should be
completed within 60 days following the approval of the special permit. The Permittee shall file a copy
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of the resolution approving the special permit and the letter of acceptance with the Register of Deeds.
Building permits will not be issued unless the letter of acceptance has been filed.
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1

Introduction

Salt Creek Solar, LLC (“Salt Creek Solar”) is pleased to submit this Large Solar Energy Conversion
System Special Permit application for the Salt Creek Solar Project (“Project”) within Lancaster County,
Nebraska (“County”). Salt Creek Solar submits this application pursuant to, and in full compliance with,
Section 13.051 of the Lancaster County Zoning Regulations.
The Project will utilize photovoltaic technology to convert solar energy into electricity, producing
approximately 125 Megawatts (MW) on approximately 1,430 acres of land in the agricultural (“AG”)
zoning districts located in unincorporated Lancaster County.
The developer for the Salt Creek Solar Project, Ranger Power LLC (“Ranger Power”) is among the
most experienced solar developers in the Midwest. Ranger Power has a 7 Gigawatt (GW) portfolio,
which spans 10 states and is comprised of nearly 50 projects. These range in nameplate capacity
from 74 MW – 400 MW.
Since 2017, Ranger Power has permitted more than 2,000 MW and executed nearly 1,200 MW of
utility-scale Power Purchase and Build-Own-Transfer agreements throughout the Midwest. Over 500
MW of Ranger Power projects have been taken to construction, of which approximately 150 MW are
generating power. By the end of 2021, Ranger Power anticipates that over 500 MW of projects
developed by Ranger Power will be in generating power. This includes the 239 MW Assembly solar
project in Shiawassee County, Michigan, and the Prairie State, Dressor Plains, and Big River Solar
facilities, totaling 347 MW, in Illinois. These projects are among the first and largest utility-scale solar
projects in their respective states.
This application letter describes the project and company, compliance with the Special Permit
requirements, a site description and plan, the proposed built conditions, a decommissioning plan
overview, and identifies the participating properties along with the County’s application form for the
Special Permit.

2

Findings of Fact

The Project meets the standards set out in the Lancaster County Master Plan inviting renewable
energy development in the following ways. Solar power is a renewable energy source with several
attractive features, including utilizing the predictable, unlimited, and free energy from the sun, providing
clean energy with no emissions, and producing power during the day when demand is high. According
to the Solar Energy International Association website, 1 MW of energy provides power for
approximately 130 homes in Nebraska. At this level of generation, the approximately 125 MW Project
would power up to approximately 16,000 homes. In addition, a utility-scale solar development creates
both temporary construction jobs and permanent maintenance and operations jobs. Solar
development allows landowners to retain agricultural land within their families for future generations.
The Project will bring local tax benefits and near-term economic benefits of construction for the
community and the region. These tax revenues can be used to invest in new roads, bridges, schools,
or to offset existing tax rates. In addition to several hundred construction and development workers,
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the Project would require a handful of local employees to support operations and maintenance
throughout the lifetime of the project.
The proposed Project satisfies the following three findings:
(a) the community as a whole, the surrounding neighborhood, and the real property adjacent
to the area included within the site plan for this Solar Energy Conversion System will not be
adversely affected by granting such a permit;
(b) said site plan together with the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth are consistent
with the 2040 Comprehensive Plan and with the intent and purpose of Title 13 of the Lancaster
County Zoning Regulations to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare; and
(c) the Project is not seeking any waivers and the application fully complies with the Zoning
Regulations as written.

3

Special Permit Compliance Overview

The Project is located on 25 properties leased, under purchase option, or under easement in the
eastern portion of Lancaster County, and will interconnect at the Lincoln Electric System ("LES")
Wagener Substation at 128th Street and Adams Street.
Salt Creek Solar has designed a Project that complies with the Lancaster County Solar Text
Amendment 13.051 Solar energy Conversion System (SECS), as described in
Table 1.
Special Permits: Lancaster County Solar Text Amendment 13.051
No.

Conditions Summary*

Conditions Met

i.

Photovoltaic system to convert
solar energy into electricity

Yes

ii.

Noise level limits

iii.

Erosion control plan approval

iv.

Visual screening for site related
impacts
Decommissioning Plan for end
of life

Yes
Yes
Yes

Addressed in Application
Section(s):
Site Description and Location,
Proposed Built Conditions
Proposed Built Conditions
Proposed Built Conditions
Proposed Built Conditions

Decommissioning Plan
Overview
Yes
Proposed Built Conditions,
vi.
Setback requirements
Appendix A
The height of the solar panels, solar collector, and any mounts shall not exceed twenty-five (25) feet
when oriented at maximum tilt.
v.

Yes

*See Lancaster County Ordinance 13.051.

Table 1 – Lancaster County Solar Energy Conversion System Special Permit Conditions
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4

Site Description and Location

The Project is in the eastern portion of Lancaster County, Nebraska, in an area roughly bounded by
190th Street on the east, 148th Street on the west, Havelock Avenue on the north and Holdrege on the
south. The Project is sited adjacent to existing electrical infrastructure, eliminating the need for lengthy
and costly new overhead transmission lines. The Project is located between the major load centers of
Lincoln and Omaha, promoting grid security and stability, and providing power to large load centers
during high-demand, on-peak hours.
The Project encompasses parcels adding up to approximately 1,430 acres located within the
unincorporated Lancaster County, outside of the ETJ. Salt Creek Solar has acquired the rights
necessary to develop, construct, and operate the approximately 125 MW Project through lease,
purchase option, easement agreements, and letters of intent from private property owners. A list of
participating parcels can be found in Appendix B.
The Project area is zoned Agriculture (“AG”). The Project parcels primarily feature cultivated
agricultural land, but they also contain a limited amount of wooded areas, wetlands, creeks or streams,
and other constraints such as transmission lines and natural gas lines. The Project is sited to avoid
these constraints and set back as the ordinance requires. To the extent practicable, existing vegetation
will remain in place and will be utilized as a natural buffer. Other areas will utilize new vegetative
buffering. For a site overview and a detailed view, see Appendix A.
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Proposed Built Conditions

The Project will consist of a self-powered single-axis tracking solar panel system on North-South
oriented racking which is supported by steel piles driven into the ground. The Project is an
approximately 125 MW project located on approximately 1,430 acres in the AG district of Lancaster
County. The Project will:
•

Use PV cells to covert solar energy into electricity.

•

Locate the Project inverters to strive to avoid causing an exceedance of the required noise
level standards per Amendment 13.051 as follows:
o

From the hours of 10 pm to 7 am: Fifty (50) dBA maximum 10-minute Laeq as
measured from adjacent dwellings.

o

From the hours of 7 am to 10 pm: Sixty (60) dBA maximum 10-minute Laeq as
measured from adjacent dwellings.

•

Obtain approval for erosion control and stormwater management from Nebraska Department
of Environment and Energy before receiving building permits.

•

Provide visual screening for adjacent non-participating residential uses, public park uses, and
school uses, in accordance with the Lancaster County Zoning Regulations to address siterelated impacts of the Project on adjacent non-participating properties, as shown in the Project
Layout in Appendix A.

•

Use a combination of fence, vegetation, and existing landscape features to provide visual
screening.
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o

For non-participating residences whose closest exterior wall of the dwelling is within
three hundred (300) feet of their own property line adjacent to the Project, the
screening will meet the requirements in the Zoning Regulations. The project will meet
property line setback requirements as set forth in Table 2.

Property Type
Non-Participating Property with a Dwelling
Non-Participating Property without a Dwelling
Participating Property with a Dwelling
Participating Property without a Dwelling
Public or Private Roadway
Outlot Adjacent to Homes in a Community Unit
Plan

Distance (feet)
100
50
0
0
50
300

Table 2 – Property Line Setbacks to Solar Panels

6

Decommissioning Plan

The Project will submit a decommissioning plan to be reviewed and approved by the Planning
Department for the final site layout prior to beginning operations. The Project’s decommissioning plan
will comply with the decommissioning requirements set forth in the Lancaster County Zoning
regulations. See approved decommissioning plan from the City of Lincoln Special Permit 19036 in
Appendix D.

7

Community Support

Ranger Power develops solar projects like Salt Creek Solar with a focus on working with the
surrounding community, educating neighbors on Project details, soliciting comments, and adapting
the final layout to incorporate feedback. The Project developer has engaged in substantial community
outreach, including more than 60 meetings with neighbors, and a public open house on June 3rd, 2021.
Feedback from this outreach will be incorporated into the final site design.
As a result of these conversations and frequent outreach to local stakeholders and community leaders,
the Project has received letters of support, included in Appendix C.
As an additional measure of providing ongoing education and Project information to Lancaster County,
there will be a kiosk located at an accessible location on the Project area available for public use
throughout the lifetime of the Project.

8

Conclusion

Please approve Salt Creek Solar’s application or a Special Permit for a Solar Energy Conversion
System due to:
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•

Its meeting the goals of the Master Plan regarding renewable energy development.

•

Its compliance with all conditions established in Lancaster County Zoning Regulations Section
13.051.

•

Its satisfaction of the criteria for a Special Permit in Lancaster County Zoning Regulations
section 13.002, specifically that it: is compatible with the character of the neighborhood, it
will have a minimal effect on traffic conditions, it will greatly enhance public utility facilities,
and it is consistent with and in furtherance of the Comprehensive Plan and other matters
relating to the public health, safety and general welfare because it adds to the property tax
base, allows private landowners to put their property to a productive legal use of their
choosing, and adds a significant local source of economical, sustainable, reliable clean
energy.

•

Its support in the Lancaster County community and its resolve to continue to work with the
surrounding community to be a good neighbor for the life of the project.

On behalf of the Salt Creek Solar Project, Ranger Power would like to thank the Lancaster County
Planning Commission and the Lancaster County Board of Commissioners for their consideration of
this application and bringing responsible development and clean energy to Lancaster County.
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Appendix A: Site Plan
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Appendix B: Participating Property Owner
List & Owner Permissions
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NO.

1

2

3

4

PARCEL AND PROPERTY OWNER LIST - Within Lancaster County, Outside City of Lincoln (includes parcels straddling ETJ line)
PARCEL
PID NO.
OWNER
OWNER ADDRESS
SITE ADDRESS
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
ID NO.
That portion of the following
described land lying
northeasterly of the City of
BUCY, KATHRYN L
2618 T ST
Lincoln extra-territorial line: Lot
2309200003000
113219
& LARSON, JAMES
AUBURN, NE
13 of Irregular tracts in the
M
68305
Northeast Quarter of Section 9,
Township 10 North, Range 8
East of the 6th P.M., Lancaster
County, Nebraska.
That portion of the following
described land lying
northeasterly of the City of
Lincoln extra-territorial line: The
East Half of the Southwest
6501 CAMPBELL
BROUSE, SUSAN
Quarter and Lots 13 and 14,
2310300001000
113230
DR, LINCOLN, NE
G & DONALD R
Irregular Tract located in the
68510
West Half of the Southwest
Quarter, Section 10, Township
10 North, Range 8 East of the
6th P.M., Lancaster County,
Nebraska
That portion of the following
described land lying
northeasterly of the City of
SCHROEDER,
15401 ADAMS ST,
Lincoln extra-territorial line: Lot
15163 ADAMS ST,
2315100004000
113283
DENNIS A & JANE
LINCOLN, NE
7, Irregular Tract located in the
LINCOLN, NE 68527
L
68527
Northwest Quarter, Section 15,
Township 10 North, Range 8
East of the 6th P.M., Lancaster
County, Nebraska
That portion of the following
described land lying
SCHROEDER,
15401 ADAMS ST,
northeasterly of the City of
15401 ADAMS ST,
2315100005000
113284
DENNIS A & JANE
LINCOLN, NE
Lincoln extra-territorial line: Lot
LINCOLN, NE 68527
L
68527
6, Irregular Tract located in the
Northwest Quarter, Section 15,
Township 10 North, Range 8

APPROXIMATE
ACRES
Approximately
62.4 acres in
Lancaster County
jurisdiction (total
parcel acreage:
152.4)

Approximately
106.2 acres in
Lancaster County
jurisdiction (total
parcel acreage:
136.91)

Approximately
5.7 acres in
Lancaster County
jurisdiction (total
parcel acreage:
19.53)

Approximately
19.37 acres in
Lancaster County
jurisdiction (total
parcel acreage:
19.53)
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East of the 6th P.M., Lancaster
County, Nebraska

5

2315100003000

113282

MCHARGUE,
LOUANN

6

2310401005000

307935

BUEL, JAMES M

7

2310400005000

113235

PARTINGTON,
JAMES W &
BARBARA J TRUST

8

2311100001000

113236

RENZE, ANTHONY
W & MASSEY,
GINGER R

9

231130000900

320341

SWARTS, JERRY
JOE TRUST

10

2311300007000

113244

MARSHALL, JOHN
M & KELLIE L

11

2314100014000

328464

SWARTS, JERRY
JOE TRUST

12

2314300003000

113279

CIRCLE KL
HOLDINGS LLC

13

2314402004000

350051

SWARTS, JERRY
JOE TRUST

That portion of the following
described land lying
northeasterly of the City of
Lincoln extra-territorial line: The
Southeast Quarter of the
Northwest Quarter and Lot 2,
Irregular Tract located in the
Northwest Quarter, Section 15,
Township 10 North, Range 8
East of the 6th P.M., Lancaster
County, Nebraska
ADAMS STREET ACREAGES,
ACRES 63.86, OUTLOT A

145 DONEGAL RD,
AURORA, NE
68818

PO BOX 301,
EAGLE, NE 68347
2600 N 162ND ST,
LINCOLN, NE
68527
6108 FOREST
MEADOW CT NE,
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA
52411
16555 ADAMS ST,
LINCOLN, NE
68527
16300 ADAMS ST,
LINCOLN, NE
68527
16555 ADAMS ST,
LINCOLN, NE
68527
Attn: GERRY
KRIESER 3410
FIRETHORN TER
LINCOLN, NE
68520
16555 ADAMS ST,
LINCOLN, NE
68527

Approximately
11.55 acres in
Lancaster County
jurisdiction (total
parcel acreage:
78.66)

63.86

S10, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, E1/2 SE

77.13

S11, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, LOT 20 NW

154.22

S11, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, LOT 16 SW

49.78

16300 ADAMS ST,
LINCOLN, NE 68527

S11, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, LOT 13 SW

21.02

16555 ADAMS ST,
LINCOLN, NE 68527

S14, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, LOTS 25 & 26 N1/2

71.62

S14, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, S1/2 SW

76.84

SAGEBROOK ESTATES, OUTLOT
A

32.83

26

14

2314401008000

350046

SWARTS, JERRY
JOE TRUST

15

2311400001000

113245

BURNER, PAUL C

16

2311400003000

344181

BARGER FAMILY
TRUST

17

2311200002000

113238

1939 FARMS LLC

18

2312103005000

410125

1939 FARMS LLC

19

2312301002000

407654

BARGER FAMILY
TRUST

20

2312300003000

407655

BARGER FAMILY
TRUST

21

2312300002000

113252

CP FARMS LLC

22

2301401006000

113083

CIRCLE KL
HOLDINGS LLC

16555 ADAMS ST,
LINCOLN, NE
68527
1634 DEVOE DR,
LINCOLN, NE
68506
ATTN: UNITED
FARM & RANCH
MANAGEMENT
INC., PO BOX
85506, LINCOLN,
NE 68501-3009
PO BOX 81823,
LINCOLN, NE
68501
ATTN: JASON
MILLER, PO BOX
81823, LINCOLN,
NE 68501
ATTN: UNITED
FARM & RANCH
MANAGEMENT
INC., PO BOX
85506, LINCOLN,
NE 68501-3009
ATTN: UNITED
FARM & RANCH
MANAGEMENT
INC., PO BOX
85506, LINCOLN,
NE 68501-3009
ATTN: JASON
HENDERSON,
11265 WEEPING
WATER RD,
WEEPING WATER,
NE 68463
Attn: GERRY
KRIESER 3410
FIRETHORN TER

17400 HOLDREGE ST,
LINCOLN, NE 68527

SAGEBROOK ESTATES, OUTLOT
C

69.33

S11, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, W 1/2 SE

78.62

S11, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, LOT 18

58.2

S11, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, LOT 19 NE

70.49

NATIVE GRASS ADDITION,
OUTLOT A

114.52

MARY JANET ADDITION, LOT 2

71.92

S12, T10, R8, Acres, 6th
Principal Meridian, W1/2 E1/2
SW

39.46

S12, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, E 1/2 E 1/2 SW1/4

39.47

STEVENS CREEK ESTATES
ADDITION, OUTLOT B

61.43
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LINCOLN, NE
68520
23

2313100003000

113255

24

2311200001000

113237

25

2314100016000

335023

SCHROEDER, TED
C & KAREN L
TRUST

9595 CROOKED
CEDAR LN, RILEY,
KS 68531

MARK D LEAVITT
& MICHAEL A
LEAVITT
PARTINGTON,
JAMES W &
BARBARA J TRUST

4000 N 134TH ST,
LINCOLN, NE
68527
2600 N 162ND ST,
LINCOLN, NE
68527

S13, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, LOT 10 NW

69.86

S11, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, LOT 21 NE

Easement

S14, T10, R8, 6th Principal
Meridian, LOT 27 NW

Easement

Total Acres:

1,425.82
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Appendix C: Letters of Support
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Dear Commissioners,
I’m writing as a business owner and resident of Lincoln. I support the Salt Creek Solar Project being proposed
in East Lincoln. The Salt Creek Solar Project will promote cleaner air and water while boosting local tax
revenue, creating hundreds of construction jobs and providing income for local farmers. I urge you to approve
the Salt Creek Solar Project to bring clean, renewable energy to Lancaster County, and the City of Lincoln.
This is an important step toward dealing with climate change, a serious issue in front of us that demands
attention and action. Thank you for your consideration.
Drew Ulmer
drew.ulmer@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE
Dear Commissioners,
I’m writing in support of the Salt Creek Solar Project being proposed in East Lincoln. It is important for the
Lincoln community to make significant steps at reducing our greenhouse gas emissions, protecting ourselves
from climate change impacts (one of which may be energy availability), and making the transition to a clean
energy economy. I hope you will support this project. Thank you.
Kim Morrow
kim@verdisgroup.com
Lincoln, NE
Dear Commissioners,
I’m writing in support of the Salt Creek Solar Project being proposed in East Lincoln. The Salt Creek Solar
Project will promote cleaner air and water while boosting local tax revenue, creating hundreds of construction
jobs and providing income for local farmers. I urge you to approve the Salt Creek Solar Project to bring clean,
renewable energy to Lancaster County, and the City of Lincoln. Thank you for your consideration.

Sen. Mark Kolterman
mkolterman@windstream.net
Seward, NE

David Svik
Fishin1947@yahoo.com
Lincoln, NE

Matthew Schulte
mschulte999@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Cheryl Schulte
Cluanns@aol.com
Eagle, NE

Dylan Murphy
damurphy717@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Kathryn Potter
Kasspotter@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Brian Reitz
reitzb@goldmail.etsu.edu
Bellevue, NE

Stephany Martinez
hskrgirl815@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Joseph Dorenbach
Jdorenbach57@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Lottie Buncy
lottiebuncy19@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE
1
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Nanci Kyhn
nanci.kyhn@yahoo.com
Martell, NE

Dijon DeLaPorte
dijondelaporte@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Kipp Kruse
kkruse1121@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Bernard Mount
bmount@eaest.com
Chicago, Ill

John Henning
jhenning.pe@gmail.com
Omaha, NE

Nick Thweatt
nickthweatt@me.com
Lincoln, NE

Caleb Pharris
cpharris@olsson.com
Lincoln, NE

Alejandro Diaz
Alex.alejandro.diaz.93@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Zach Wurdeman
zachary.wurdeman@outlook.com
Lincoln, NE

Robert Shaw
shaws@mlcltd.com
Lincoln, NE

Ken Kavanaugh
blackjohnflint@gmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Reese Hummel
Reeser45@yahoo.com.au
Lincoln, NE

Allen Thomsen
allen@thomsen.page
Lincoln, NE

Amy Johns

ajohns119@gmail.com

Rochelle Dyer

rocdye@msn.com

Gayle Mittan

boogsrocks@earthlink.net

William Black
Biobb@bellsouth.net
Hickman, NE

Kelsie Schumacher

kelsie.schumacher@gmail.com

James Ngu

pacificautoinc@gmail.com

sharon.foster@homerealestate
Sharon Ramsier Foster .com

Gregory Sechser
gjsech@yahoo.com
Omaha, NE
Gregory Schwaninger
gschwaninger@gmail.com
Hallam, NE
Kelsey Slauson
kelseybradley89@hotmail.com
Lincoln, NE

Diane Rocke

dianerocke@yahoo.com

Avery Pickering

nepick1@gmail.com

Jody Lyons Kann

jlkann@windstream.net

Bart Holmquist

bart2@windstream.net

Jeff Bunn

tootall89@aol.com

Kirk Bahm

kirkbahm@aol.com

Brian Podwinski

brian@bluebloodbrewing.com

Judy Cobb

jbellcobb@yahoo.com

Robert Davidson

goldenarm6@windstream.net
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Paul Freeman

paulfreeman7@gmail.com

Dale Gebhard

imaboatman25@gmail.com

Amber Patterson

grama_005@yahoo.com

LeAnn Frobom

leannlafave@hotmail.com

Kyle Dietz

dietzk9272@gmail.com

Michaela Aulner

michaelavr@cox.net

Sharon Hergenrader

shergen47@live.com

William Black

biobb@bellsouth.net

Sharon Nilson

nilson.sharon@gmail.com

Kim Marriner

wmarriner@neb.rr.com

Pascual Perez B

juliasobonito@gmail.com

Amanda Vodraska

mandamom@hotmail.com

Jay Schmidt

justicewk@windstream.net

Randy Draper

draper.randy@gmail.com

Margaret Berry

corngoddess7@icloud.com

Bobbie Magnuson

bmagnuson1953@yahoo.com

Marj Manglitz

marjmanglitz@yahoo.com

Melinda Taylor

melinda71659@gmail.com

Cori Watkins

corileigh67@yahoo.com

Mark Reich

markreich55@gmail.com

Jenny Vu

ohnojenny@gmail.com

Lisa Scheele

glen5574@yahoo.com

Donald Dilsaver

donalddilsaver@yahoo.com

Vicki Miller

louvicm@gmail.com

Nick Chesnut

nickchesnut@hotmail.com

Sandy Scofield

lazysks@gmail.com

Donnis Reese

donnisjreese@yahoo.com

Courtney Bruntz

courtney.bruntz@gmail.com

Dennis Cooley

hosscooley@outlook.com

Joan Stahly Rouse

djrouse14@outlook.com

Shirley Daugherty

jd62649@windstream.net

Mary Edwards

candmelstars@juno.com

David Segoviano

dsego55@yahoo.com

Brad Chambers

bowenc37@gmail.com

Victoria Dunn

vickyadunn@gmail.com

Tonya Bauer

bauer6@microlnk.com

Patty Shorney

pattyshorney@gmail.com

Jan Hemmerling

jnhemmer@yahoo.com

Sue Klein

SzzQue2@alo.com

Ana Trentini

amt27244@gmail.com

Ellen Nisely

ellennisely53@gmail.com

Kathie Hiatt

khiatt2@unl.edu

Cindy Wohlers-Green

cindywohlersgreen@gmail.com

Gabe Kelly

ghkelly75@yahoo.com

Riley Knust

riloknust@gmail.com

Janssen Nelson

janssenthebeast@gmail.com

Ken Woodruff

wken3280@gmail.com

Alejandro Diaz

blackninja217@hotmail.com

Sam Williams

sw73321@gmail.com

Todd Jensen

todd@toddjensen.net

Daniel Hogue-Chelle

dhguitarplyr@gmail.com

Gloria Huetson

hueyshut@gmail.com

Luke Pitts

pitts@ku.edu

Drew Ulmer

latortuga@gmail.com

Mary Jensen

mjensen38@yahoo.com

Kathryn Lane

lanekate204@gmail.com

Linda Harris

lindaharris824@yahoo.com

Pamela Palmer

pamelapalmer303@gmail.com

Ken Kavanaugh

blackjohnflint@gmail.com

Al Davis

oloranch@gmail.com

Connie Lewis

prairierose@live.com

Bella Figuric

isabellaluv96@gmail.com

David Barker

dbpegasus@aol.com

Tacha Stuart

godess69.ts@gmail.com

John Vergith

bumpus02@hotmail.com

Craig Wagner

cawags66@hotmail.com

Edison McDonald

edisonmcdonald@gmail.com

Linda Camp

llclindacamp@gmail.com

Sandy Tysinger

kurtsandyt@gmail.com

Kourtney Emanuel

Stephanie Greggs

steph1469@pipeline.com

Natalie Turcios

3
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Sherry Miller
Barb Ramsey
Janice Wright
Dianne
Keefover-Pinkerton
Anita Johnson
Rae Catlin
Dixie Ruthann
Janine Copple
Kelly Bartzatt
Walter Dondlinger
Olivia Harrison
Rebecca Gregory
Dawson
Heather Klein
Chris Duncan
Neal Mattox
Linda Bryant
Cheryl Moshiri
Jessica Conrad
Mary Rogge
John Jorgensen
Tony Curtis
Connie B. Parrish
David Queen
Chey Vazquez
Chris Krivda
Marina Fabrikant
Karen Studier-Billings
Stephany Madsen
Martinez
Patricia Owen

4
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Community Supporters
“Lincoln has a historic opportunity to become a regional leader in solar power and as a result, continue
attracting world-class businesses and workers to our city. This proposed solar project will increase
household earnings through the creation of hundreds of jobs during construction and millions in
construction dollars being spent in Lancaster County. The project will also generate significant tax
revenue that will help fund local schools, public safety and other Lincoln and Lancaster County services
and infrastructure.”
Pat Haverty, Vice President
Lincoln Partnership for Economic Development
“Solar energy development can provide landowners with a new source of value added income that also
provides good construction jobs, uses no water, and emits no carbon. For landowners, renewable energy
is an environmentally responsible way to gain additional value added income from the natural resources
we already own.”
John Hansen, President
Nebraska Farmers Union
“I’m writing in support of the Salt Creek Solar Project being proposed in East Lincoln. The Salt Creek
Solar Project will promote cleaner air and water while boosting local tax revenue, creating hundreds of
construction jobs and providing income for local farmers. Thank you for your consideration.”
Mark Kolterman, Nebraska State Senator
District 24, Seward
“I’m writing in support of the Salt Creek Solar Project being proposed in East Lincoln. The Salt Creek
Solar Project will promote cleaner air and water while boosting local tax revenue, creating hundreds of
construction jobs and providing income for local farmers. Thank you for your consideration.”
Matthew Schulte, former Lincoln Public School Board member
“I am writing in support of the Salt Creek Solar Project, a utility scale solar farm that has been
approved unanimously by the Lincoln/Lancaster County Planning Commission and the Lincoln City
Council. The project is being developed by Ranger Power and will be located just east of Lincoln,
Nebraska. Nebraska has a great solar resource, and this $230 million project will help our region play
a bigger role in advanced clean energy generation. It will also promote cleaner air and water while
boosting local tax revenue, creating hundreds of construction jobs and providing income for local
farmers.”
Kim Morrow, Verdis Group, Lincoln
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June 21, 2019

Dear Honorable Planning Commissioners:
I am writing in support of the Salt Creek Solar Project, a utility scale solar farm proposed by
Ranger Power within the city limits of Lincoln.
This $230 million project will promote cleaner air and water while boosting local tax revenue,
creating hundreds of construction jobs and providing income for local farmers.
The landowners who are participating in the Salt Creek Solar project will benefit from a new and
steady source of income that will complement their farming revenues. The project will also
generate significant tax revenue that will help fund local schools, public safety like police and
fire, as well as other Lincoln and Lancaster County services and infrastructure.
Nebraska has a great solar resource, and this project will help our region play a bigger role in
advanced clean energy generation.
Ranger Power has an extensive track record developing successful solar projects. They are well
known for utilizing a community-first approach by engaging residents through face-to-face
neighborhood outreach, community meetings, and forums. Ranger Power is working closely with
Lincoln and Lancaster County landowners, neighbors and local residents, regularly meeting with
stakeholders to hear their thoughts and answer questions.
I urge the Planning Commission to support the Salt Creek Solar Project to bring clean, renewable
energy to Lancaster County, and the City of Lincoln. Please feel free to contact me with any
concerns or questions.
Sincerely,

Pat Haverty
Vice President
Lincoln Partnership for Economic Development
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January 6, 2020

To Whom It May Concern:
Subject: Salt Creek Solar Project
I am writing in support of the Salt Creek Solar Project, a utility scale solar farm that has been
approved unanimously by the Lincoln/Lancaster County Planning Commission and the Lincoln City
Council. The project is being developed by Ranger Power and will be located just east of Lincoln,
Nebraska.
Nebraska has a great solar resource, and this $230 million project will help our region play a bigger
role in advanced clean energy generation. It will also promote cleaner air and water while boosting
local tax revenue, creating hundreds of construction jobs and providing income for local farmers.
The location of the project near existing infrastructure owned by Lincoln Electric System (LES) and
additional connectivity opportunities with Omaha Public Power District (OPPD) and Nebraska Public
Power District (NPPD), make this project the most significant currently permitted in Nebraska.
The landowners who are participating in the Salt Creek Solar project will benefit from a new and steady
source of income that will complement their farming revenues. The project will also generate significant
tax revenue that will help fund local schools, public safety like police and fire, as well as other Lincoln
and Lancaster County services and infrastructure.
Ranger Power has an extensive track record of developing successful solar projects. They are well known
for utilizing a community-first approach by engaging residents through face-to-face neighborhood
outreach, community meetings, and forums.
We appreciate Ranger Power’s continued commitment to share updates and communication with
Lincoln and Lancaster County landowners, neighbors, local residents, community leaders and other
public officials as the project moves forward.
Sincerely,

Pat Haverty
Vice President
Lincoln Partnership for Economic Development
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Appendix D: Decommissioning Plan
Approved in City Special Permit 19036
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COUNTY LEGAL SP21042
Outlot B Stevens Creek Estates in Section 1-10-8
Section 9-10-8
That portion of Lot 13 lying within County jurisdiction.
Section 10-10-8
That portion of Lots 13, 14 and E1/2SW1/4 within County jurisdiction.
Outlot A, Adam Street Acreages
E1/2 SE1/4
Section 11-10-8
Lots 13, 16, 18, 19, 20 and 21
W1/2 SE1/4
Section 12-10-8
W1/2 E1/2 and E1/2 E1/2 SW1/4
Outlot A Native Grass Addition
Lot 2 Mary Janet Addition
Section 13-10-8
Lot 10
Section 14-10-8
Lots 25, 26, 27 and S1/2 SW1/4
Outlots A and C Sagebrook Estates
Section 15-10-8
That portion of Lot 6, 7 and the SE 1/4NW1/4 within County jurisdiction.
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SPECIAL PERMIT 21042
SPECIAL PERMIT 21042
TO ALLOW FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A LARGE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM, IN
COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 13.051 OF THE LANCASTER COUNTY ZONING REGULATIONS, ON
PROPERTY GENERALLY LOCATED FROM WEST OF 148TH TO 190TH STREETS AND FROM HOLDREGE
STREET TO NORTH OF HAVELOCK AVENUE. A MAP OF THE AREA UNDER CONSIDERATION IS
AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW IN THE PLANNING DEPARTMENT OFFICE LOCATED AT 555 SO. 10TH STREET
PUBLIC HEARING:
OCTOBER 27, 2021
Members present: Campbell, Cruz, Edgerton, Joy, Rodenburg and Ryman Yost; Ball, Corr and Scheer
absent.
Staff Recommendation:

Conditional Approval

There were no ex-parte communications disclosed.
There were no ex-parte communications disclosed relating to site visits.
Staff Presentation: Tom Cajka, Planning Department, 555 South 10th Street, came forward and
stated that this is a request for a Special Permit per Article 13.051 of the Lancaster County Zoning
Regulations for a Large Solar Energy Conversion System (SECS) for up to 125 megawatts on
approximately 1,430 acres. The proposed Large Solar Energy Conversion System provides for
alternative, renewable source of energy, which is supported and promoted by the 2040
Comprehensive Plan. The project meets all conditions of the special permit. The proposed buffer and
setback from the property line to the solar panels should help mitigate any impact to nonparticipating properties. The proposed project meets the goals of the Comprehensive Plan to
promote renewable energy sources and all the requirements of Article 13.051.
Steve Henrichsen, Planning Department, 555 South 10th Street, came forward and stated that this is
a separate public hearing and the information for the board to consider for this matter is the
information presented at this hearing is for this special permit. The history for the regulations is a
little more recent. Henrichsen stated that until 2020, you could not have a large commercial
operation because there was not a special permit, and it was not a permitted use. The conditions in
the county are more extensive than they are in the city because they used their experience in the city
to craft what would be appropriate in the county. The Planning Department worked with the County
Attorney and was the applicant for this text amendment that was approved in July 2020. Some of the
main changes were that they added more specific standards regarding the substations; an erosion
control plan is required prior to the building permit from the Lower Plate South NRD; the screening
requirements were made more specific; there are conditions on the decommissioning; and specific
setbacks are listed for participating and non-participating properties. In September 2021, there was
a text amendment that was done by the same applicant because, unlike the city where they could
apply for this use on an outlot, they could not apply in the county. The County Board decided this
matter allowed this use on a CUP outlot with a greater setback of 300 feet. It was not set up because
the county would be impacted more by the solar panels, but it was to simply make up that they are
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in different circumstances with the adjacent land. If you are in a CUP next to an outlot, that setback
is 300 feet.
Henrichsen stated that solar panels have a lot of regulations, and they will be required to have
building permits, electrical permits, OSHA regulations for installation, an erosion control plan by NRD
and review by other city departments. This is not an industrial or commercial use. There is a
decommissioning plan required. A fire plan is not required because it is not needed in this climate.
Edgerton asked what the screening requirements were. Cajka stated that adjacent, non- participating
properties could be screened by using fencing, walls, berms, trees or vegetation and screens are only
required if the closest dwelling is within 300 feet of the property line adjacent to the solar facility.
Henrichsen stated that if it was done by fence, it would need to be a solid fence.
Applicant:
Sean Harris, Ranger Power, 226 N. Morgan, Chicago, came forward and stated that this is for a
special permit for the county. Harris shared that he has a PowerPoint presentation (see Exhibit “6”)
that he would be referring to. The solar energy photovoltaic panel tracking systems (PV trackers) are
currently the most economical solar technology available and they are oriented in north and south
rows and slowly track the sun from east to west daily. The PV trackers operate without producing air
pollution or greenhouse gases and are powered by a small solar panel. The major equipment includes
the solar panels, steel I-beam posts, racking, electrical collector lines, inverters, access roads and
fencing. The solar panels contain no toxic elements. The fence would be a deer fence or ag fence to
be more harmonious with the nature of the area. There is no noise, glare, dust, or chemicals with
these panels. Harris shared that if grazing is not utilized, then it would be mowed one or two times a
year. Panels do not make sounds but the inverters do, and they are located at a point that is far away
from the property line. The green area will be maintained with no fertilizer or pesticides. The
application is in full compliance with the code. There has been frequent outreach and after this
process is over, they will continue to take feedback.
David Levy, Baird Holm Law Firm, 625 S. 14th Street, came forward on behalf of Salt Creek Solar, LLC
and stated that this project complies with the current Comprehensive Plan and the 2050
Comprehensive Plan is heavy on renewable energy. This land is in the Tier 3 growth area, and it will
be about 40 years before it is reached by urban development; the life of this project is less than that.
Levy stated that this project fully complies with the regulations, and they are not asking for any
waivers.
Edgerton asked about the decommissioning plan and its timeline and what it looks like. Harris
explained that it is an easy process, and everything is basically screwed together and the piles in the
ground can be removed by an excavator. Levy stated that any underground infrastructure would be
removed down to 3 feet and any disturbed soil would be restored. The access roads are restored to
farmland unless the owner wants the road to remain. Harris stated that the plan does require that
the site is decommissioned within 12 months. Edgerton said that you would not be leveling the land
or doing a lot of dirt work. Harris said correct.
Ryman Yost stated that many of the materials used are scrapped or reused when decommissioning
and asked what would be done with the materials that need to be disposed. Harris stated that he is
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unsure of what the specific laws are in Nebraska but, in several of the other states, the solar panels
can be put in landfills because there is not anything toxic in them.
Proponents:
1. Dan Griffith, 13990 Adams Street, he stated that he is a participating landowner in this
project, and it is his legal right to do what he wants with his land. It is not his job to tell his
neighbors what to do with their land and that door swings both ways. This project will bring
in tax revenue for schools, community college, NRD, city and county government, EMT, and
Fire Departments and it is a win, win for everyone. Griffith submitted a copy of his testimony
for the record (see Exhibit “7”).
2. John Hansen, President of Nebraska Farmers Union, 1305 Plum Street, came forward and
stated that they believe in the value of having a good process in place that protects the public
health, safety, and welfare, and they also believe that it is an important way for communities
and entities to set up fair rules to also have economic activity. Solar facilities fit in so many
places that wind energy does not, and this state has a large potential for solar. This project
meets all the rules and should be approved.
3. Jesse Striata, 3900 S. 32nd Street, testified via Zoom telecommunications, stating that his
past and current testimony tonight is not endorsed or supported by any outside entity, and
he is speaking on his own behalf. Striata is in favor and does not casually dismiss the concerns
of the CUP residents that are adjacent to the proposed facility. There needs to a balance
between the economic and environmental benefits with private property rights. Two of
Nebraska’s electric utilities have committed to 100 percent net zero carbon goal.
1. Ken Winston, 1327 H Street, Ste. 300, testified via Zoom telecommunications, on behalf of
Nebraska Interfaith Power and Light and the Nebraska Sierra Club, stating that he is in support
of Special Permit 19036A, and Special Permit 21042 and he would like his testimony
submitted in support of both. Climate change is the most important issue of our time and is
causing more extreme weather such as drought, fires, floods and more severe storms, all of
which we have witnessed locally and globally in the past year.
4. Gene Hanlon, 2710 Ryons Street, testified in support via Zoom telecommunications, and
stated that he supports both solar facilities under the city and the county jurisdiction. He
stated that his testimony is for both solar items. We must take action to reduce our
dependance on fossil fuels and build clean energy renewable systems. He understands the
concerns of the homeowners that live within a CUP but believes their concerns have been
looked at by the Planning Department, LFR, and the Health Department.
Neutral:
1. Dennis Schroeder, 15401 Adams Street, came forward and stated that this land is zoned as
agriculture and if solar does or does not go on this land, it will still be classified as cropland by
the USDA. This does put the USDA jurisdiction into place for highly erodible and wetlands
compliance. Schroeder stated that this would have more of a wetland concern than highly
erodible. In an area that is identified as wetland, they would need permission to even take a
tree out.
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2. Jason Viergutz, 3145 Gunsmoke Drive, came forward and stated that he questions the
location of this solar facility. This location was selected because it is what was best for Ranger
Power. There are 26 parcels with contracts, 16 unique owners and only 4 owners that live
within the solar farm area. Ranger Power has several of these facilities and the majority of
them are in rural areas and the closest metropolitan area was 25 miles outside any
developments in Wisconsin, except in Lincoln where it will be 1.5 miles away.
Opponents:
1. James Skinner, 1800 N. 176th Street, came forward he stated that he and his wife have lived
on their property for 34 years. If this is passed, then directly across from his front door there
will be solar panels. They measured the distance between his front door and the panels, and
it would be only 120 feet. He shared that they went to Wisconsin and visited a solar facility,
and the ground cover around the panels was dead weeds and that is a fire hazard. This will
stop any urban growth in northeastern part of Lancaster County.
2. Mick Von Busch, 1633 N. 173rd Street, came forward and stated that the Planning
Department did not compare the regulations here, to other states regulations that have more
solar facilities, and it needs to be done. We are not California, and we don’t have large trees
but, if you have ever seen a ditch fire, it burns and spreads fast and to say that we do not
need a fire protection plan is insane. Grass in the country is easily 5 to 6 feet tall in the
commons area and it burns fast. The noise from this facility will be 65 decibels.
3. Mike Haman 1677 N. 173rd Street, came forward and shared that the property value study
was commissioned by Ranger Power, which stated that property values are not impacted. An
unbiased third party found that there was a 7 percent decline with property values within .10
of a mile of large projects and that is 528 feet, which is well within what we allow. Haman
submitted a staff report and final approved plan from 2008 as part of the record and a
Memorandum on an approved site from 2008 (see Exhibit “8 & 9”).
4. Mike Beins, 1741 N. 173rd Street, came forward and stated that this just talks about ambient
noise and if that is the case, why did they need to put a specific level of 50 to 60 dBA in the
proposal. For the original application, they submitted a decommissioning plan, which really
was not a new plan. This plan referenced the previously submitted plan and, in that project,
they referenced one of their other projects in another state using 2017 – 2018 prices. Beins
submitted information on sound levels for the record (see Exhibit “10”).
5. Ed Beins, 524 Sailside Drive, came forward and stated said that he wanted to discuss the 500foot bumper zone, and he wondered if this was done to leave farmland to produce
agricultural products. This still gives a little area of natural habitat and scenic area because
you do not need to see a dump beside the road. Beins stated that it costs a lot to recycle, and
this is something that needs to be considered. If this is approved, how much more land are
they going to want.
6. Traci Larson, 1300 N. 182nd Court, came forward and asked if there was no money or tax
credit involved would we be here today to talk about this. Would we think that this is the best
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place to do this, and solar panels are the best thing for us, if there was no money involved.
We need to concentrate on ways to preserve and conserve the land and make it a health soil,
which is called photosynthesis. You should not be destroying land that provides green food
for us, because we need the land for food.
7. Sarah Graesser, 7641 Aylesworth Avenue, came forward and stated that it is not fair for the
residents that their land is going to be rezoned, and they bought their property as agricultural
land and not industrial. Graesser stated that one of the County Board’s responsibilities is to
care for county property, and she stated that tearing up 3,600 plus acres is not caring for
property. Ranger Power could not confidently explain what the decommissioning process is,
and they have only been a company since 2017.
8. Anthony Graesser, 7641 Aylesworth Avenue, came forward and stated that there is going to
be soil disruption, because erosion planning is a huge thing, and these can cause mud slides.
Graesser stated that saying that the soil is not going to be disturbed at all is silly. This ground
has been farmed for hundreds of years and it is going to stir up dust because they will need
big and heavy equipment for this project. Graesser stated that this seems a little shady to him
and wondered how this got this far with so few hearings about it.
9. Josh Bulow, 3300 N. 155th Street, came forward and stated that this company wants to be
responsible for 3,000 acres that has only been in business for 7 years. He stated that they
should know the recycling rules for the area. There is no fire plan and the Planning
Department invited LFR to this hearing when they should have asked Eagle and Waverly Fire
Department to attend, because they will be the ones that answer fire calls, and they are all
volunteers. Bulow stated that his family is going to be boxed in on three sides.
10. Hayli Bulow, 3300 N. 155th Street, came forward stated that Ranger Power chose this area
because it was the most beneficial to them, not for the residents, not for the county, but
because it benefits them. Most of the landowners do not live in the area and they are reaping
the benefits, and not suffering the consequences of living in the area. Bulow stated that they
are not freely volunteering their land, it is because they are having money waved in front of
them that is four times more than they would get from farming it.
Edgerton inquired how many properties are located in their CUP. Bulow stated that there are
a total of four properties. Edgerton asked the size of the lots. Bulow said three acres.
11. Stuart Hoff, 8019 Leo Lane, came forward and stated that projects like this are done in other
states where the ground is flat and there is no vegetation on the ground. There will be a lot
of sediment that goes into the tributaries, ditches, and roadways when this goes in. Is the
County Engineer, Pam Dingman, ready for this to happen in certain areas as this goes along.
He wants to know how long installation is going to take. He is concerned with how many acres
will be turned into impermeable land for water infiltration.
12. Melanie Friend, 1500 North 175th Circle, came forward and stated that she is in opposition
and attended all but one of the public meetings leading up to this hearing. This will affect the
county not only now but for decades to come. Solar power will be a valuable part of Nebraska
but for it to be affective and beneficial to the county, more time is needed to study important
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factors before the implementation of a solar project. There could be a moratorium placed on
this type of application for more time to research.
13. Rhonda Bopp, 1855 N. 173rd Street, came forward and stated that they were looking for land
in 2018 and they would not have purchased their land had they known that there would be a
project like this. Bopp shared a photo of what they were promised when they purchased their
property (see Exhibit “11”). There is not enough information to allow solar farms on
agricultural land, especially when someone is being surrounded by solar panels. She stated
that she lives in a CUP and the solar panels will be surrounding her house.
14. Jim Bopp, 1855 N. 173rd Street, came forward and stated that he appreciates the work of the
Planning Department, but they are sadly mistaken. He has been in the fire service since 1982
and there has been a change in the environment lately. In 2017, there was a large outbreak
of fires in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. By the third week, 2 million acres had burned--these
are numbers that challenge what goes on in California. We are not California but, because of
environmental changes, we are becoming more like California.
15. David Bargen, Rembolt Ludtke, 1128 Lincoln Mall, Ste. 300, came forward representing Mick
Von Busch and several other Lancaster County landowners. He stated that this application is
not complete and should be denied on this basis. The noise levels on this project need to be
met and testing should be done. This application needs to have a decommissioning plan and
should be denied because it does not meet this requirement. This application was filed in the
middle of a text amendment process that is not complete.
16. Matt Franson, 4721 Maddie Street, came forward and stated that he lives in a CUP, and he
is not against solar or green energy, but does not agree with the placement of this large
facility, and it should not even be in the 3-mile buffer area. This will stop the growth of Lincoln,
and it does not belong in the outlot. He stated that he purchased his lot in 2005 and the
developer still owns the outlot, and with the 300-foot setback they will only be able to use 35
acres. He is not even allowed to have solar panel on his property.
17. Andrew Pool, 4700 Maddie Street, came forward and stated that that he wanted to discuss
the screening. Pool referenced a photo (see Exhibit “12”) of 6 trees that span 95 feet on his
property. The current code is 4 trees in over 100 feet. What is happening is that the screening
requirements fall on the property owners, regardless of who was there first. Pool shared that
they have 400 feet of property line that will be affected. It will take 130 trees to screen out
the solar panels and this will be a $2,000 to $3,000 cost to them.
18. Rick Rasby, 2300 N. 176th Street, testified via Zoom telecommunications, and stated that his
heart goes out to the people that have land in CUPs, because they thought it would remain
agriculture. Research needs to be done to gain knowledge on the effects these facilities have
on land, water, air, public health, safety, welfare, vegetation, animals, and materials and to
include baseline studies, predictive modeling and evaluation of new and improved methods
or technologies for minimizing adverse impacts of this application.
Staff questions:
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Campbell stated that the amendment he made previously is more appropriate in the county. Even
though the County Board did not follow this board’s recommendation, he feels that it should be
brought forward again, and he wanted to make sure that it is legal. Jennifer Holloway, Lancaster
County Attorney’s Office, 575 S. 10th Street, came forward and stated that in her opinion it would
not be legal because what you are trying to do is a text amendment as a condition. The language of
the text amendment has been approved by the County Board and is now in effect in the zoning
regulations. Holloway stated that the board cannot make zoning changes over what the zoning
already allows. Edgerton stated that she would argue that if it is part of a special permit and it seems
inappropriate for the special permit, that the board would be able to do this. Holloway stated that in
a CUP, the outlots are not a condition of the special permit. It is allowed in a different article that
changed how outlots can be defined and what can be included in them. If it was a condition, you
could add, waive, and modify the condition, but it is not a condition within this special permit.
Edgerton asked if it could be a condition that they apply to it. Holloway asked if the board was wanting
to add a condition that contradicts the text amendment. Campbell stated that the outlots are
included in this special permit. Holloway said that they are but the CUP outlot requirement is not a
condition of a special permit. It is outside of a special permit because it impacts any CUP and any
outlot, and it is not just under solar special permits. Under Article 13.001, this board has the ability
to add, waive, and modify conditions, and this is not even under Article 13, so the board does not
have the authority to change that requirement.
Joy stated that currently there is a 300-foot setback in a CUP. Holloway said correct. Cajka stated the
setback is not in the special permit, it is in a separate section of the zoning code. Joy inquired if they
could give a larger setback for non-participating properties. Holloway said no. Campbell asked if there
were a new text amendment introduced, it would need to go through the entire process. Holloway
said yes and then this board’s recommendation would then go to the County Board.
Edgerton asked about the pending text amendment that is going to the County Board and if the
decision by the County Board would impact what would happen regarding this special permit.
Holloway stated that it is possible but, as the decision for this is today by this board and what is in
place now is applicable. The text amendment that will be before the County Board may or may not
be approved and those regulations could apply to this special permit by the time it goes to the County
Board.
Rodenburg asked about the testimony that this permit not being complete. Cajka stated that each
applicant will have a decommissioning plan that is reviewed and approved by the Planning
Department prior to the beginning of their operations. This does not say that the decommissioning
plan has to be submitted with the application. Holloway stated that their application does include
information on decommissioning, and it is not required to be a finalized decommissioning plan so it
is a working document to work the Planning Department to ensure that it meets the regulations.
Applicant Rebuttal:
Levy stated that he would reiterate what he said at the last meeting and focus on the new things that
were brought up in this hearing. Maintenance of roads that have been altered or damaged during
construction and it is typical to have a road use and maintenance agreement with the county. Levy
stated that there has been a lot of discussion on the 2,800 acres, which they will only be using 1,500
to 1,800 acres and what happens to the rest, and he further stated that the rest of those unused
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acres will be released back to the landowners and can go back into production. They will know exactly
how many acres are needed when the do the final engineering and site design. Regarding the
currently pending text amendment, Levy respectfully disagreed with the County Attorney on this
point, and stated that it would be the rules that are in place the day that the applicant files their
application. The text amendment has no basis to delay or deny this application. There is a
decommissioning plan in this application as required and, prior to starting application, the applicant
will enter into a decommissioning agreement with the county.
Harris state that wetland impacts are among the constraint that they are avoiding on the site. It is a
long process if you are impacting and filling in wetlands so they will stay within the lowest category
of the Army Corps, which is within ½ acre of fill in wetlands, so the wetlands will not be impacted.
Harris stated that there was a question about the testing that solar panels need to go through. They
meet all the regulations and go through required tests before installation.
Edgerton asked if there was a specific condition that stated there would be no installations within
wetlands, which is in line with what the applicant’s standards and if that could be reflected in the
conditions. Harris said yes because all they would need to do is connect a horizontal bore below the
wetland or waterway. Levy stated that this legislation comes from the Clean Water Act, and these
would be called temporary impacts. Levy asked that if this is listed in the conditions of approval, he
would ask that it be limited to permanent impacts to wetlands.
Joy asked if they purchase homes that are adjacent to the proposed site. Harris said they do not. Joy
asked if they have thought about adding more screening where the houses are. Harris stated that
one way that they have addressed this concern on other projects is that they allow neighboring
residential parcels up to a year to request reasonable modifications to the screening. Levy stated that
they are always open to talking with adjacent property owners about screening.
Holloway came forward and stated that she may have misunderstood the board’s last question when
it was asked to change the setbacks within and what was said was “generally”, and she thinks what
was meant was just within Article 13.51, and she asked if that was correct. Joy said correct. Holloway
said that those could be modified and changed, and she apologized for the misunderstanding.
Campbell moved to close the public hearing, seconded by Joy and carried 6-0: Campbell, Cruz, Joy,
Rodenburg, Ryman Yost and Edgerton voting ‘yes’; Ball, Corr and Scheer.
SPECIAL PERMIT 21042
ACTION BY PLANNING COMMISSION:

OCTOBER 27, 2021

Campbell moved to approve, seconded by Joy.
Campbell stated that he would want to do a couple of the amendments mentioned and he would
support them being put in place.
Joy motioned to amend to add a road maintenance agreement. Edgerton asked if they should ask for
all their amendments at once. David Cary, Planning Department, 555 South 10th Street, came
forward and stated that he wanted to make sure there was clarity as they move forward. Cary stated
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that everything does not need to be listed at the same time, but the board could do it that way if they
wanted. Cary stated that a motion needs to be clearly stated with a second and then the board can
discuss and take the vote.
Joy motioned to amend to add a road maintenance agreement with the county standards, seconded
by Ryman Yost. Holloway stated that they could discuss their motions.
Egerton motioned that there would be no permanent impact to the wetlands resulting from the
installment of solar panels on wetland property. Holloway stated that she is not sure that they can
require that there would be no permanent impact. Henrichsen stated occasionally an applicant that
knew that they would not impact wetlands and they did agree to not do that. It could be a site-specific
condition and would be added like a note on the plan that no permanent impacts to wetlands are
allowed as part of the installation of the project.
Joy stated that she wanted to increase the setback from 100 feet on a non-participating property
with a dwelling to 300 feet. Ryman Yost mentioned the discussions of screening and having additional
time to discuss screening issues with the developer should also be added.
Holloway asked that the board does the road maintenance motion first and she would draft it like
she has done in the past.
Joy motioned to amend to add a road maintenance agreement with the county standards, seconded
by Ryman Yost and carried 6-0: Campbell, Cruz, Joy, Rodenburg, Ryman Yost and Edgerton voting
‘yes’; Ball, Corr and Scheer absent.
Holloway stated that the next amendment is that there is no permanent damage on the wetlands.
Campbell moved the motion to amend as stated by Holloway, seconded by Joy and carried 6-0:
Campbell, Cruz, Joy, Rodenburg, Ryman Yost and Edgerton voting ‘yes’; Ball, Corr and Scheer absent.
Holloway stated that the next motion to amend is changing the setbacks from non-participating
properties with a dwelling only from 100 feet to 300 feet. Joy moved the motion to amend as stated
by Holloway, seconded by Campbell and carried 6-0: Campbell, Cruz, Joy, Rodenburg, Ryman Yost
and Edgerton voting ‘yes’; Ball, Corr and Scheer absent.
Holloway stated that the next motion to amend is essentially to change the language to allow for a
time period of one year for there to be more work between the applicant and landowners on
screening. Henrichsen stated that he wants to make sure that the board is clear that they are not
giving adjacent property owners the authority to veto something for a year, and he further stated
that he is unsure of what this is because if they submit a landscaping plan because they are ready to
get a building permit, how do we then say that they have to wait a year for adjacent property owners.
Henrichsen stated that it is a discretionary thing for them to work out screening and this cannot be
listed as a condition of approval because the applicant could talk to neighbors who say no or negotiate
for a year. Holloway said that Mr. Henrichsen is correct, and this would be more of a private issue.
Cary stated that his only recommendation is that the discussion for this is on the record, and the
board would not want to do a motion to amend because of what was just discussed.
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Rodenburg stated that he likes Commissioner Campbell’s attempts to pull out the CUP affected
homes and the board can only approve or deny the motion that is in front of them. Rodenburg
inquired if they could send a recommendation to the County Board that this is something that they
could do. Edgerton stated that, unfortunately, what had happened is that this board did try to do that
and the County Board overruled them, and changed the text amendment. Rodenburg asked if they
could do it again. Cary stated that the reality is that process has already occurred, and the decision
made by this board was then sent to the County Board, who has the final say on changes. Cary stated
that what is in place now is what the board has to work with as far as regulations are concerned and
that is what the board’s decision needs to be based on.
Edgerton stated that this is a really hard and challenging issue because change is difficult with the
fear of the unknown. The health and safety factors are a real concern. There has been mention of the
new Comprehensive Plan that came before this board tonight. Edgerton stated that she feels that the
board has done a disservice here regarding these homeowners because the landscape changed right
under their feet. She stated that the board does not have a remedy for them, and their hands are
tied. It seems like this is on the backs of the homeowners because it is retroactive. She stated that
she struggles with this as she decides her vote. Edgerton stated that she is sure this is an important
project, but she is still struggling.
Campbell wondered about them voting down his motion to approve and let the developer and
attorneys go back to see if they could replace the outlots in the CUPs with other land. Edgerton stated
that the applicants already have agreements with landowners.
Cary stated that this process is about the special permit that is before the board today and that is
what the action needs to be about today. Depending on the vote, this is an item that can be appealed
to the County Board. Cary stated that if this is appealed, the action by this board is just advisory to
the County Board.
Campbell stated if this is voted down, it will remove the amendments. Discussion continued.
Henrichsen stated that with the special permit for the city, this board just approved 100-foot setbacks
to non-participating properties whether they are in a CUP or not. This motion says that everyone in
the county, whether you are in a CUP or not has a 300-foot setback. The question may come up as to
why the city has a 100-foot setback for everyone and the county has 300 feet for everyone.
Henrichsen stated that he is at a loss unless the board provided more information as to why it is
recommending the 300-foot setback in the county and 100 feet in the city.
Ryman Yost thanked everyone that committed so much of their time to this. The homeowners and
other community members that have been so involved in his. This is a hard decision for the board,
and she cannot imagine what it is like for the people that are going through this. She thanked them
for their efforts and providing the board with information.
Rodenburg asked if the vote is to deny this application, they can appeal to the County Board and, if
the vote is to approve, then the homeowners could appeal to the County Board, and if approved,
then the amendments would still be there. Campbell said yes. Edgerton stated that this board needs
to vote to approve or deny this application based on what they feel as commissioners is the right
decision, and not base it on how it will get to the County Board.
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Edgerton stated that the board needs to rethink the point that Mr. Henrichsen made on the
amendment with the 300-foot setback, because this will change the landscape regarding the city part
of the project and the county part of the project. She stated that she is not sure that this was the
board’s intention. Discussion continued.
Cary stated that if there are second thoughts about the 300-foot setback motion to amend, then
someone could move to rescind that motion to amend and see if there are enough votes to rescind
it. Discussion continued.
Edgerton moved to rescind the motion to amend regarding the 300-foot setback because it does not
match with what is being done in the city, seconded by Campbell.
Joy stated that she will be voting against this based on the fact that the city is different from the
county and the concept of protecting the open areas around non-participating dwelling units.
Motion to rescind carried 4-2: Campbell, Cruz, Rodenburg, and Edgerton voting ‘yes’; Joy and Ryman
Yost voting ‘no’; Ball, Corr and Scheer absent.
Holloway stated that she wanted to make it perfectly clear what the board is voting on which is the
motion for approval and the amendments that were added for a maintenance agreement and the
wetlands, but it will not include the amendment that was just rescinded.
Joy stated that she will be supporting this plan which is very solid, and it does meet a lot of the goals.
She stated that she does feel for the community and impact that this will have on then and
encouraged them to talk with their County Commissioners and use the appeal process as needed.
Campbell stated it makes sense because this is going to be appealed to the County Board either way,
and he would rather have their amendments moving forward. Campbell stated he talked with a
County Commissioner and there may be some potential movement among the three that voted to
do this the way that they did, rather than what this board’s recommendation was so who knows what
will happen there. He will vote to support this project.
Rodenburg ask if this would be sending the County Board a message that this board disagrees with
what they are doing with some of these adjacent landowners. Campbell stated they have already
turned this board down, and this board could contact the County Board and discuss this board’s true
feelings that the homeowners should be protected in the existing CUPs.
Edgerton stated that in addition to emphasizing what was stated in the beginning, this process is
focused on land use and there are a lot of other processes in place that must move forward as well
before this project moves forward. She stated that she would be voting to support this project.
Motion to approve, as amended, failed 4-2 due to a lack of 5 affirmative votes: Campbell, Joy, Ryman
Yost and Edgerton voting ‘yes’; Cruz, and Rodenburg voting ‘no’; Ball, Corr and Scheer absent.
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Cary stated that due to the lack of a fifth vote in either direction, this item will automatically carry
over to the regular Planning Commission hearing of November 17, 2021. The public hearing portion
on this item has been closed, so the Commission will only be voting on this item.
Holloway noted if the board has additional communications, which she suggested that the board does
not, they should make detailed notes to put into the record for ex-parte communications.

SPECIAL PERMIT 21042
TO ALLOW FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A LARGE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM, IN
COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 13.051 OF THE LANCASTER COUNTY ZONING REGULATIONS, ON
PROPERTY GENERALLY LOCATED FROM WEST OF 148TH TO 190TH STREETS AND FROM
HOLDREGE STREET TO NORTH OF HAVELOCK AVENUE. A MAP OF THE AREA UNDER
CONSIDERATION IS AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW IN THE PLANNING DEPARTMENT OFFICE LOCATED
AT 555 SO. 10TH STREET
PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION ONLY:
NOVEMBER 17, 2021
Members present: Ball, Campbell, Cruz, Eddins, Edgerton, Rodenburg and Ryman Yost; Corr and
Joy absent.
Staff Recommendation:

Conditional Approval

There were no ex-parte communications disclosed.
There were no ex-parte communications disclosed relating to site visits.
Staff Presentation: Steve Henrichsen, Planning Department, 555 South 10th Street, came
forward and stated that this item was before the board at their previous hearing on October 27,
2021, and it failed to receive the five votes of approval or denial to move forward. On November
16, the County Board voted 4-1 to deny the text amendment that was proposed to change the
regulations in the county. The county regulations as they were 3 weeks ago are unchanged
because the text amendment was defeated. On October 27, this board did approve a portion of
this project located in the city jurisdiction, which was Special Permit 19036A by a 7-0 vote. This
application was not appealed to the City Council.
This application does have the 100-foot setback to non-participating properties with a dwelling
and a 50-foot setback for those without. In the county, there is a 300-foot setback for nonparticipating dwellings that are in a CUP. Henrichsen stated that there are three additional
conditions for this board’s consideration, and they will need to be a part of the motion or a
motion to amend. Henrichsen stated that the potential conditions for this board to consider were
listed in the Memorandum that was sent out and dated November 10, 2021.
Rodenburg stated that the word “strive” would be changed to putting the inversion boxes in
specific setbacks. Henrichsen said yes because there are several small inverter boxes it was
thought that it would be more appropriate to have a setback. This would not guarantee what the
decibel level would be but because there are so many of them and several other factors that
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could be involved with smaller facilities, it is clearer to have a setback verses a decibel level for
multiple smaller boxes.
Campbell asked about the screening. Tom Cajka, Planning Department, 555 South 10th Street,
came forward and stated that the screening has not changed from what is currently in the zoning
code.
Campbell moved denial of Special Permit 21042, seconded by Rodenburg.
Campbell stated that he is concerned with the CUPs that are already located in the county. He
stated that they purchased their property under a set of rules that existed and now those rules
are being changed after they have made their investment. Solar is an excellent project, but he
does think that they can find other land to use instead of the outlots.
Ball asked if Commissioner Campbells denial is including all the staff recommendations. Campbell
stated he would agree with the staff’s recommendations, and they are appropriate if passed.
Rodenburg stated that he is for alternative energy plans and when you watch the news there is
major flooding in the northeast. We need solar. Rodenburg stated that he voted no at the last
hearing, and he reiterated that as a realtor he is duty bound to protect homeowners’ rights and
they were violated in this case.
Edgerton stated that she was concerned with the retroactive nature of what was before the
board; however, that has gone to the County Board and they overruled that decision, and as a
result this application if before this board. The regulations are set with regard to what the County
Board has determined what is appropriate. Edgerton stated that she feels that she is required to
move forward from that point, even though she personally agrees with the stated issue. She
stated that she will vote against Commissioner Campbell’s motion.
Rodenburg asked for clarification of if this does not get the 5 votes needed how many times can
this come back. Edgerton stated until it gets the votes needed. Discussion continued.
Motion failed due to the lack of receiving five affirmative votes 4-3: Ball, Campbell, Cruz and
Rodenburg voting ‘yes’; Eddins, Ryman Yost and Edgerton voting ‘no’; Joy and Corr absent.
Ryman Yost moved to approve, as amended as stated in the staff memo dated November 10,
2021, seconded by Eddins.
Jenifer Holloway, County Attorney’s Office, 575 South 10th Street, came forward and stated that
because of what had happened at the last hearing and to answer Commissioner Rodenburg’s
question that this item will stay on the Planning Commissions agenda until the board reaches a
majority of five votes in either direction. The special permit will be appealed regardless of the
vote, and it sounds like this board would like for this to go to the County Board and she suggested
that the commissioners keep this in mind when they vote.
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Ryman Yost stated that she shares the concerns of the board, and she also believes moving
forward with other forms of energy and solar is a great way to do that. With the history of this
item the conditions added are helpful, but it does not reduce her feelings that the outlots in a
CUP should not be used. It is up to the County Board to make the decision.
Campbell stated that the conditions are excellent, and he would like to have this board
strengthen the screening and require 6 Evergreen Trees only, every 100-foot instead of the 4
trees every 100-foot, as an amendment, seconded by Rodenburg.
Motion carried 7-0: Ball, Campbell, Cruz, Eddins, Rodenburg, Ryman Yost and Edgerton voting
‘yes’; Corr and Joy absent.
Main motion, as amended as stated in the staff memo dated November 10, 2021, and to
strengthen the screening and require 6 Evergreen Trees only every 100-foot, carried 6-1: Ball,
Campbell, Cruz, Eddins, Ryman Yost and Edgerton voting ‘yes’; Rodenburg voting ‘no’; Corr and
Joy absent.
Note: This is FINAL ACTION on Special Permit 21042 unless appealed by filing a letter in the Office
of the County Clerk within 14 days.
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Ranger Pow-er/ Salt Creek Solar
•

Ranger Power is the developer of the Salt Creek
Solar Project

•

Ranger Power is a utility-scale solar
development company based in Chicago

•

Led by an experienced team of developers and
environmental specialists

•

Portfolio of 30+ projects across the Midwest;
over 1,800 MWs of successfully permitted
projects; over 500 MW generating power by the
end of 2021

*
**

Permitted Projects
Projects in Construction
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Solar Energy at a Glance
+> Photovoltaic panel tracking systems
("PV trackers") are currently the
most economical solar technology
available

+> PV trackers operate without
producing air pollution or greenhouse
gases

+> Major equipment includes solar
panels, steel I-beam posts, racking,
electrical collector lines, inverters,
access roads, and fencing

+> Solar panels contain no toxic
elements and all contents are
naturally-occurring
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Major Equipment

Inverters

Combiner Boxes

Solar Panels

Foundations
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Solar Projects are Com.patible with Agricultural Areas
• Passive land use that does not require public
utilities or infrastructure

4

/~
/

• No noise, glare, dust, or chemicals
• Lancaster County study confirms solar projects
do not impact neighboring home values
• Permanent groundcover will be maintained,
including vegetation attracting pollinators
• Limited soil disturbance; existing soils remain in
place for future agricultural use
• Reduced fertilizer and pesticide use improves
water quality
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Salt Creek Solar
+>

Salt Creek Solar is a proposed 250 MW (approx.
125 MW within City of Lincoln ETJ) solar project
located on approximately 2,800 acres (approx. 1,370
within City ETJ) of privately owned land in East
Lincoln

+>

SP 19036 was approved in September 2019 and this
application amends the permit to add
approximately 318 acres to the permit

+>

The project will take advantage of robust, existing
infrastructure and interconnect into the LES
Wagener Substation

+>

The project will produce on-peak power close to
the largest load centers in the state, Lincoln and
Omaha

+>

The City of Lincoln has adopted a comprehensive
plan and zoning ordinance that promotes the
responsible development of large-scale solar farms

*

Omaha

Lincoln
•,
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Community
Outreach
+> Since December 2018, Ranger has engaged in
over 130 meetings and calls with neighbors to
the project

+> Frequent outreach to local stakeholders and
community leaders in Lincoln's businesses and
government

+> Salt Creek Solar held open houses on July 22,
2019 and June 3, 2021 and invited community
members to provide feedback on the project
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Community Support
• Over 160 letters of support from individuals
• Lincoln Partnership for Economic Development, Lincoln Chamber of
Commerce, Nebraska Farmers Union, Southeast Community College
• Senator Adam Morfeld, Senator Anna Wishart, and Senator Mark I<.olterman
• City of Lincoln Mayor's Office
• Lincoln Journal Star Editorial Board

COL

PARTNERSHIP
FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

LINCOLN
CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
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Community Benefits
+>

Over $250,000,000 investment in Lincoln and
Lancaster County

+>

The Project as proposed would generate over
$870,000 per year in new property tax revenue

+>

Improves air quality by reducing regional
reliance on fossil fuel generation

+>

Ground cover improves soil and water quality

+>

Stable diversified income for local landowners
while protecting and preserving agricultural land
for future generations

+>

Construction activity will stimulate the local
economy; utility-scale solar projects are
economic drivers

+>

At the end of project life, the project will be
decommissioned and land will be restored for
agricultural use
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Decotntnissioning
• Large solar energy systems are passive land uses and suitable for decommissioning
• A Decommissioning Plan is included in the Special Permit application in
accordance with section 27.63.830(a)(v) of the Zoning Ordinance
• Project components to be removed include:
• Solar panels and tracking system
•
•
•
•

Electrical wiring/ cabling
Inverters
Transformer stations
Site access drives

• Perimeter fencing
• Any related supporting infrastructure to a minimum depth of three (3) feet
• Decommissioning security shall be updated every five (5) years to cover the cost
associated with updated decommissioning cost estimates as the zoning regulations
require
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Project Setbacks

+> Lincoln's current setbacks are 50 feet for front yards, 60 feet for side yards and 100 feet
for rear yards

+> To protect non-participating landowners, Salt Creek proposes to increase the setback 100
feet from a non-participating property with a home, guaranteeing the greatest setback in
the code, regardless of direction

+> Waiver request to reduce all setbacks from 50 feet to zero for participating property with
a residence
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Renewable Energy in the Comprehensive Plan
+>

P.1.4 - The importance of building sustainable communities - communities that conserve
and efficiently utilize our economic, social, and environmental resources so that the welfare of
future generations is not compromised - has long been recognized. This concept has grown in
importance with increased understanding of the limits to energy supplies and community
resources, the likelihood that energy costs will continue to increase in the future, the climatic
impacts of energy consumption, and the impacts on the physical and economic health of the
community. LPlan 2040 describes a community that values natural and human resources,
supports advances in technology, and encourages development that improves the health
and quality of life of all citizens.

+>

P.11.3 - Lincoln must develop a comprehensive strategy of fuel diversity and encourage
conservation, alternative forms of energy and modern energy technologies.

+>

P.11.4 - Energy from renewable resources such as solar, geothermal, and wind technologies
generally does not contribute to climate change or local air pollution and generally conserves
nonrenewable natural resources.

+>

P.11.22 - Continue to include, and increase where feasible, renewable sources of energy, such
as wind and solar energy, in future planning of LES facilities and partnerships.
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Compliant with the Lincoln Solar Ordinance
../ The system uses photovoltaics to
convert solar energy into
electricity
../ On-site transmission lines shall to
the maximum extent practicable
be placed underground
../ Compliant with visual screening
requirements as established by
the Planning Commission
../ Establish a decommissioning plan
that identifies a cost estimate and
the posting of a bond for the
decommissioning cost
../ Waiver request to reduce setbacks
to zero for participating property
with a residence
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Compliance with Law and Findings
+> Consistent with Section 27 .63.020 of the City of Lincoln Municipal Code,
substantial evidence in the record of this proceeding confirms that:
./ With the proposed conditions of approval, the effect of the proposed use upon the
surrounding neighborhood is positive in that the proposed use is of similar character to
the existing agricultural use and does not generate significant externalities or nuisance
conditions;
./ The proposed project furthers numerous goals and objectives of the City of Lincoln's
Comprehensive Plan;
./ The proposed project benefits the community as a whole by providing a new, diverse
source of clean, reliable energy at peak times, a new, stable and predictable source of
income and opportunity for property owners, and a significant contribution to the property
tax base and other economic indicators; and
./ The proposed project furthers the public health, safety, and general welfare of the City of
Lincoln for the foregoing reasons.

+> For all of the foregoing reasons, Salt Creek Solar respectfully requests the
Planning Commission's approval of the requested special permit with the
conditions the Planning Department recommends
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POWER
Contact Inforlllation
info@rangerpower.com
(240) 437-2685
www.saltcreeksolar.com
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Vegetative Buffering
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Construction
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Major Equipment

Inverters

Combiner Boxes

Solar Panels

Foundations
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SP19036A RUTH THOMPSON
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miles from our home which greatly impacted traffic on our road and already
has considerable impact on our enjoyment and the value of our property
because of the noise it produces. Open 7 day /week it intermittently
produces 55-85 decibel impact noise which makes it nearly impossible to
enjoy opening our windows-let alone host guests to enjoy our considerable
investments in the patio, pond and gardens, as we had over the 15 years
prior to its opening. Because of the intermittent nature of the disturbances
the City employees have been unable thus far to document it in order to
require mitigation.
Finally when one buys property they should realize that their control ends at
the property line. Every participating landowner willingly signed leases for
this project. There is NO taking by eminent domain. The newer acreage
owners around us are not necessarily good neighbors. 4 wheeler damage to
our crops, gravel roads and ditches costs us and the county tax payers.
I urge this body to approve this permit.
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JASON VIERGUTZ
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26 parcels with contracts,
16 unique owners,
4 owners live within the
solar farm area.
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Plan Forward 2050
-------

looking .a e
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Nebraska .Leads the Nation in Total Irrigated Acres

Top len States in Total Irrigated Acres: 2007

As of 2007. Nebraska had 8.56 mil lion
irrigated acres.
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Nebraska

Between the 2002 and 2007 agricultural
census years, Nebraska's irrigated base
expanded by 934,000 acres, moving it
ahead of Californ ia which experienced a
decline of 693,000 acres.
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Washington

About three out of eight cropland acres
in Nebraska are under irrigation.
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4.46

Colo rado

Of approximately 55 mi llion acres under
irrigation nationally, about 15% are located in Nebraska.
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Source: NASS-U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2007 Census of Agriculture

National
Ranking

Change in Irrigated Acres
State

2002-2007
Acreage

Major Irrigation Expansion in Recent
Years

Percentage

1.

Nebraska

+934,400

+12.2%

2

Califo rnia

-693,000

-8.0%

Between 2002 and 2007, Nebraska experienced
the largest expansion of irrigation of the topten irrigated states in both acres and percentage
chan~e.
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SP19036A/SP21042

DAN GRIFFITH
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SP19036 /SP21042

MIKE BEINS
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Sold in 2016 for 365K
The solar farm became operational in 2017
o Sold for 336K June of 2017
What about the other 6? What are they hiding?
o
o

•

Ranger Power Has only been in business since 2017
• They've never had to decommission a solar farm, their statement about knowing a better
estimate at 15 years near the end of life of true decommissioning is inaccurate, as they
haven't even been in business for 15 years.
• In their decommissioning letter, they state this will more likely have a long term purchase
agreement or there is opportunity in the southwest power pool if there isn't a contracted
buyer.
o They don 't have a buyer and have clearly stated they will happily sell it to a
different state.
o We're going to ruin our rural communities and agricultural land when this isn't
even going to us.
o They haven't done the work to provide a reasonable decommissioning pl n. The
one the reference is a reference to what they provided for the previous special
permit submitted which is a copy of one they submitted in michigan.
• Which states prices are based off of 2017-2018 without inflation
accounted for.
• That one covered 1200 acres. They are putting this on over 3000 acres.
• The cost to restore 3000 acres to its original state will be much
higher.
• In their first special permit submitted, they had no references, emails or people in
support listed . No letters/emails to you and now they do because people are protesting
this.
o Pretty convenient this time around.

Misc.
Board of Water and Soil Resources Wetland Conservation Act Approval
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Section 401 Water Quality Certification
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Permit (NPDES)- MPCA General
Storm water Permit for Construction Activity
Very Small Quantity Generator (VSQG)
License - Hazardous Waste Collection
Program
Aboveground Storage Tank (AST)
Notification Form
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SP19036A,SP21042

ANDREW POOL
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EXHIBIT #6

SP21042

SEAN HARRIS
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Ranger Po\Ver/Salt Creek Solar
•

Ranger Power is the developer of the Salt Creek
Solar Project

•

Ranger Power is a utility-scale solar
development company based in Chicago

•

Led by an experienced team of developers and
environmental specialists

•

Portfolio of 30+ projects across the Midwest;
over 1,800 MWs of successfully permitted
projects; over 500 MW generating power by the
end of 2021

---~

*
*

*

Permitted Projects
Projects in Construction
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Solar Energy at a Glance
+> Photovoltaic panel tracking systems
("PV trackers") are currently the
most economical solar technology
available

+> PV trackers operate without

I

I

\

\

-- _/ _ j_ -- - __ j__j ---

producing air pollution or greenhouse
gases

+> Major equipment includes solar
panels, steel I-beam posts, racking,
electrical collector lines, inverters,
access roads, and fencing

+> Solar panels contain no toxic
elements and all contents are
naturally-occurring
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Major Equipment

Inverters

Combiner Boxes

Solar Panels

Foundations
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Solar Projects are Com.patible with Agricultural Areas
• Passive land use that does not require public
utilities or infrastructure

ED

• No noise, glare, dust, or chemicals
• Lancaster County study confirms solar projects
do not impact neighboring home values
• Permanent groundcover will be maintained,
including vegetation attracting pollinators
• Limited soil disturbance; existing soils remain in
place for future agricultural use
• Reduced fertilizer and pesticide use improves
water quality
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Salt Creek Solar
+> Salt Creek Solar, located in Lancaster County,
is a proposed 250 MW (approx. 125 MW in
Lancaster County jurisdiction) solar project
located on approximately 2,800 acres (approx.
1,430 in Lancaster County jurisdiction) of
privately owned land in Lancaster County,
east of Lincoln

+> The project will take advantage of robust,
existing infrastructure and interconnect into
the Wagener substation

+> The project will produce on-peak power close

--- ...--- ' -.........
~

'·

to the largest load centers in the state, Lincoln
and Omaha

+> Lancaster County has adopted a
comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance
that promotes the responsible development
of large-scale solar farms

*

Omaha

Lincoln

..
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Community
Outreach
+> Since December 2018, Ranger has engaged in
over 130 meetings and calls with neighbors to
the project

+> Frequent outreach to local stakeholders and
community leaders in Lincoln's businesses and
government

+> Salt Creek Solar held open houses on July 22,
2019 and June 3, 2021 and invited community
members to provide feedback on the project
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Community Support
• Over 160 letters of support from individuals
• Lincoln Partnership for Economic Development, Lincoln Chamber of
Commerce, Nebraska Farmers Union, Southeast Community College
• Senator Adam Morfeld, Senator Anna Wishart, and Senator Mark I<.olterman
• City of Lincoln Mayor's Office
• Lincoln Journal Star Editorial Board

1

Nebraska Farmers Union

COL

PARTNERSHIP
FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

___ IN COLN
CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
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Community Benefits
+>

Over $250,000,000 investment in Lincoln and
Lancaster County

+>

The Project as proposed would generate over
$870,000 per year in new property tax revenue

+>

Improves air quality by reducing regional
reliance on fossil fuel generation

+>

Ground cover improves soil and water quality

+>

Stable diversified income for local landowners
while protecting and preserving agricultural land
for future generations

+>

Construction activity will stimulate the local
economy; utility-scale solar projects are
economic drivers

+>

At the end of project life, the project will be
decommissioned and land will be restored for
agricultural use

..A..'-.RANGER
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Decotntnissioning
• Large solar energy systems are passive land uses and suitable for decommissioning
• A Decommissioning Plan is included in the Special Permit application in
accordance with Article 13.051(a)(v) of the Zoning Ordinance
• Project components to be removed include:
• Solar panels and tracking system
• Electrical wiring/ cabling
• Inverters
• Transformer stations
• Site access drives
• Perimeter fencing
• Any related supporting infrastructure to a minimum depth of three (3) feet
• Decommissioning security shall be updated every five (5) years to cover the cost
associated with updated decommissioning cost estimates as the zoning regulations
require

..A.'-.RANGER
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Renewable Energy in the Comprehensive Plan
+>

P.1.4 - The importance of building sustainable communities - communities that conserve
and efficiently utilize our economic, social, and environmental resources so that the welfare of
future generations is not compromised - has long been recognized. This concept has grown in
importance with increased understanding of the limits to energy supplies and community
resources, the likelihood that energy costs will continue to increase in the future, the climatic
impacts of energy consumption, and the impacts on the physical and economic health of the
community. LPlan 2040 describes a community that values natural and human resources,
supports advances in technology, and encourages development that improves the health
and quality of life of all citizens.

+>

P.11.2 - Promote renewable energy sources .

+>

P.11.3 -Lincoln must develop a comprehensive strategy of fuel diversity and encourage
conservation, alternative forms of energy and modern energy technologies.

+>

P.11.4 - Energy from renewable resources such as solar, geothermal, and wind technologies
generally does not contribute to climate change or local air pollution and generally conserves
nonrenewable natural resources.

+>

P.11.22 - Continue to include, and increase where feasible, renewable sources of energy, such
as wind and solar energy, in future planning of LES facilities and partnerships .

.&.' -.RANGER
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Compliant with County Solar Regulations
./ The system uses photovoltaics to
convert solar energy into
electricity
./ On-site transmission lines placed
underground to the greatest
extent feasible
./ Compliant with setbacks and
visual screening requirements .
./ Decommissioning plan that
identifies a cost estimate and
requires a bond for the net
decommissioning cost
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Compliance with Law and Findings
+> Consistent with Sections 13.002 and 13.051 of the Lancaster County Zoning
Regulations, substantial evidence in the record confirms that:
./ With the proposed conditions of approval, the effect of the proposed use upon the
surrounding neighborhood is positive in that the proposed use is of similar character to
the existing agricultural use, does not generate significant traffic, reduces dust and
pollution, and significantly enhances public utility facilities;
./ The proposed project furthers numerous goals and objectives of Lancaster County's
Comprehensive Plan;
./ The proposed project benefits the community as a whole by providing a new, compatible
source of clean, reliable energy at peak times, a new, stable and predictable source of
income and opportunity for property owners, and a significant contribution to the property
tax base; and
./ The proposed project furthers the public health, safety, and general welfare of Lancaster
County for the foregoing reasons.

+> For all of the foregoing reasons, Salt Creek Solar respectfully requests the
Planning Commission approve the requested special permit with the
conditions the Planning Department recommends .
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POWER
Contact Infortnation
info@rangerpower.com
(240) 43 7-2685
www.saltcreeksolar.com
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MICHAEL HAMAN
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Special Permit #08030 Sagebrook Estates CUP

Page2

SURROUNDING LAND USE AND ZONING:
North: ag land, zoned AG Agriculture
South: ag scattered acreages, zoned AG Agriculture
East: ag land and farmstead, zoned AG Agriculture, Wyndam Place CUP
West: ag land, zoned AG Agriculture.
ASSOCIATED APPLICATIONS: NA
HISTORY: Changed from County AA Rural and Public Use to AG Agriculture with the
adoption of the 1979 Zoning Update. Wyndam Place, an AG CUP, was approved at the
southeast corner of 1761h and Holdrege in 2003.
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN SPECIFICATIONS: This shows as Agriculture on the Future Land
Use map. This is outside Lincoln growth Tiers. Applicable language in the Plan is as follows;
The land use plan for Lincoln and Lancaster County contains several general categories of land use types that
are listed below. The maps displaying the land use plan are but one aspect of the Comprehensive Plan . The
entire Comprehensive Plan should be referenced and considered when viewing the land use plan maps and for
judging the appropriateness of the land uses they may display. Agricultural: Land principally in use for agricultural
production . Agricultural land may be in transition to more diversified agribusiness ventures such as growing and
marketing of products (e.g., horticulture, silvaculture , aquaculture) on site. Pg 16
Currently, acreage development has occurred under two development scenarios: AG -Agricultural District
(minimum of 20 acres per lot area) and AGR - Agricultural Residential District (minimum of 3 acres per lot area)
with the possibility in both AG and AGR zoning districts of clustering units together in order to preserve more
open space and agricultural areas and/or receive additional density bonuses under a community unit
development. The complex issue of acreage development and other public objectives requires a large array of
land use strategies. Pg 70
Retain the current overall density of 32 dwellings per square mile (1 dwelling unit per 20 acres) for all
agriculturally zoned land . Provide more bonuses and a lower threshold size (not below nominal 40 acres) for the
proven technique of "cluster" development using the Community Unit Plan. This technique has been successful
in providing flexibility while preserving both farmland and environmental resources at the same time.

UTILITIES: Norris Public Power. Lancaster Rural Water district.
TOPOGRAPHY: Rolling, draining to the north.
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS: Holdrege Street and North 1761h Street abutting this property are gravel
county roads. The closest paving is "O" Street one mile south and 1481h Street two miles west.
PUBLIC SERVICE: This area is served by Eagle Rural Fire District (A Basic Life Support
district. Station located in Eagle, two miles to the east). This is in the Waverly School District.
Lancaster County Sheriff.
REGIONAL ISSUES: Rural acreage development.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS: There are no identified historic or ecological resources on
this site. The soil rating of this site is 5.32 on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 to 4 are prime ag
land. This is good, but not prime soil of the county. There is very minor floodplain shown.
There is a drainage way and dam/impoundment in the west center of the site which is
dictating the layout of the lots and streets. There are three Williams gas lines in the western
area of the parcel, which are also defining the layout.
AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS: NA
ALTERNATIVE USES: Seven 20 acre lots and/or continued farming.
ANALYSIS:
1.

This request is for a Special Permit for a Community Unit Plan for ten acreage
residential lots. Two private, gravel, internal streets are proposed. Individual sewer and
water is proposed. A 20% dwelling unit bonus is being requested for preservation of
the farm land in Outlots 'A' and 'C'.

2.

The lots are in the 3.26 to 4.3 acre range, abutting two private roads. North 1701h Circle
is a 1100 foot long cul-de-sac and North 173rd Street is 2, 109 feet long with a
temporary cul-de-sac at the north end. Provision is made for the future extension of
173rd Street to the north property line. Outlets 'A' and 'C' preserve 101.18 acres for
farming use and Outlot B is reserved for the dam, pond and wooded drainage area for
common use.

3.

This request is generally in conformance with the Lincoln Lancaster County
Comprehensive Plan.

4.

The density calculations for the project are as follows;
159.33 acres at 1 dwelling per 20 acres
20% bonus requested X 1.20

=
=

7.97 dwellings
9.56 dwellings

Total dwellings permitted
Requested

1O units on 10 lots

This application mistakenly used the City of Lincoln Design Standards for density in
a Community Unit Plan. County calculations use the base lot area of the zoning
district. One lot/dwelling unit must be removed to meet the County zoning.
5.

This design reflects several normal adjustments to accomplish a cluster style of
acreage subdivision. The split of the "cluster" is driven by the desire to abut the
centrally located pond and avoid the gas lines along the west side.
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6.

Waivers are requested for block length, cul-de -sac length and sidewalks. These are
typical waivers often requested, provided for and appropriate for agriculture/acreage
clusters. Yards are adjusted from AG to AGR standards as part of the cluster. The
waiver of block length is appropriate relative to the farming outlets. A future street
extension to the north is provided for and extension to the east across the gas lines
may not be needed. The sidewalk is not needed due to the very low density.

7.

The County Engineer's memo of June 25, 2008 notes several issues and corrections.

8.

Building and Safety requests a note on the plan explaining the 300' gas line buffer and
what is allowed to be built within the buffer.

9.

Health Department notes the groundwater report shows generally adequate supply
with all wells showing over 10 gallons per minute and quality is highly variable. Some
wells may need treatment to reduce objectionable qualities. Waste disposal is
adequate.

This approval permits an agriculture Community Unit plan of 9 acreage lots, with
waivers/modifications to block length, cul-de-sac length and sidewalks.
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:
Site Specific Conditions:

1.

Final plat(s) is/are approved by the County.
If any final plat on all or a portion of the approved community unit plan is submitted five
(5) years or more after the approval of the community unit plan, the county may require
that a new community unit plan be submitted, pursuant to all the provisions of section
9.03 of the County Subdivision Resolution. A new community unit plan may be
required if the subdivision resolution or the required improvements have been
amended by the county; and as a result, the community unit plan as originally
approved does not comply with the amended rules and regulations.
Before the approval of a final plat, the private roadway improvements, drainage
facilities, land preparation and grading, sediment and erosions control measures,
drainageway improvements, and street name signs, must be completed in
conformance with adopted design standards and within the time period specified in the
County Subdivision Resolution ..

2.

Permittee agrees:
To complete the surfacing of the private roadways, shown on the final plat within two
(2) years following the approval of this final plat.
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to complete the enclosed private drainage facilities/culverts shown on the approved
drainage study to serve this plat within two (2) years following the approval of the final
plat.
to complete land preparation including storm water facilities and open drainageway
improvements to serve this plat prior to the installation of utilities and improvements
but not more than two (2) years following the approval of the final plat
to complete the installation of the street name signs within two (2) years following the
approval of the final plat.
to complete the installation of the permanent markers prior to construction on or
conveyance of any lot in the plat.
to complete any other public or private improvement or facility required by Chapter 4
of the Subdivision Resolution in a timely manner which inadvertently may have been
omitted from the above list of required improvements.
to complete the public and private improvements shown on the Community Unit Plan.
to maintain the outlets and private improvements on a permanent and continuous
basis.
to keep taxes and special assessments on the outlets from becoming delinquent
to properly and continuously maintain and supervise the private facilities which have
common use or benefit, and to recognize that there may be additional maintenance
issues or costs associated with providing for the proper functioning of storm water as
they were designed and constructed within the development, and that these are the
responsibility of the land owner.
to retain ownership of and the right of entry to the outlets in order to perform the
above-described maintenance of the outlets and private improvements on a permanent
and continuous basis . However, Owner(s) may be relieved and discharged of such
maintenance obligations upon creating in writing a permanent and continuous
association of property owners who would be responsible for said permanent and
continuous maintenance subject to the following conditions:
( 1)

Owner shall not be relieved of Owner's maintenance obligation for each
specific private improvement until a register professional engineer or
nurseryman who supervised the installation of said private improvement
has certified to the County that the improvement has been installed in
accordance with approved plans.
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The maintenance agreements are incorporated into covenants and
restrictions in deeds to the subdivided property and the documents
creating the association and the restrictive covenants have been
reviewed and approved by the County Attorney and filed of record with
the Register of Deeds .

to submit to the lot buyers and home builders a copy of the soil analysis.
to submit to all potential purchasers of lots a copy of the ground water report.
to relinquish the right of direct vehicular access to North 1761h Street except for farm
access and to Holdrege Street except for N 170111 Circle, N 173rd Street and farm
access, all as approved by the County Engineer.
General Conditions:
3.

Upon approval of the community unit plan by the County Board, the developer shall
cause to be prepared and submitted to the Planning Department a revised and
reproducible final plot plan including 5 copies with all required revisions and
documents as listed below before receiving building permits:
3.1

Make the revisions requested in the County Engineers memo of June 25, 2008.

3.2

Remove one lot and dwelling unit.

3.3

Revise the density calculation shown on sheet one to the county method.

3.4

Revise Note #2 to reflect 9 single family lots.

3.5
4.

Make the revision to the note requested by Building and Safety clarifying the
buildings allowed in the gas line buffer.
Prior to Building Permits:

4.1

Provide documentation from the Register of Deeds that the letter of acceptance
as required by the approval of the special permit has been recorded.

4.2
The construction plans comply with the approved plans.
Standard Conditions:
5.

The following conditions are applicable to all requests:
5.1

Before occupying this community unity plan, all development and construction
is to comply with the approved plans.

5.2

The site plan accompanying this permit shall be the basis for all interpretations
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of setbacks, yards, locations of buildings, location of parking and circulation
elements, and similar matters.
5.3

This resolution's terms, conditions, and requirements bind and obligate the
permittee, its successors and assigns.

5.4

The applicant shall sign and return the letter of acceptance to the County Clerk
within 60 days following the approval of the special permit, provided, however,
said 60-day period may be extended up to six months by administrative
amendment. The applicant shall file a copy of the resolution approving the
special permit and the letter of acceptance with the Register of Deeds.

Prepared by

Mike DeKalb, 441-6370, mdekalb@lincoln.ne.gov
Planner
DATE: July 3, 2008
APPLICANT:

Jonathan Felts
1630 H Street, Apt C1
Lincoln NE 68508
(402) 310-0087

OWNER:

F. R. Holdings, LLC
974 Sandcastle Dr.
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

CONTACT:

Marcia Kinning
ESP
601 Old Cheney Road, Suite A
Lincoln, NE 68512
(402) 421-2500

F:\FILES\PLANNING\PC\PERMITS\COSP\08000\COSP08030 Sagebrook Estates CUP.mvd.wpd
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GENERAL NOTES
1.

THIS COUNTY COMMUNITY UNIT PLAN CONTAINS 159.JJ ACRES.

2.

THIS COUNTY COMMUNITY UNIT PLAN PERMITS 10 SINGLE FAMILY LOlS AND 5 OUTLOlS. EActt LOT SHALL CONTAIN
A MAXIMUM OF ONE SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENC£ AND OUT BUILDINGS, ALL LOCATED WITHIN TI-JE BUILDING ENVELOPES
AS SHOWN AND/ OR NOTED.

3.

TI-JE CURRENT ZONING IS ·~· & THE PROPOSED ZONING IS 'AG' WITH C.U.P. WITH 20% DENSITY BONUS FOR FARM
I.AND PRESERVATION.

4.

THE MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT SHALL NOT EXCEED 35 FEET, l>S PER ·~· ZONING.

5.

THE DEVELOPER / OR OWNER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO BUILD AHVWHERE WITHIN THE BUILDING ENV£LOPES SHOWN.

6,

THE DE.\'ELOPER PROPOSES THE USE OF INDIVIDUAL WATE'R WELLS FOR POTABL.£ WATER SUPPLY.

7.

6.

(/)

w

t-

<{

THE DE.\'ELOPER PROPOSES THE USE OF INDMDUAL WASTE WATER SYSTEMS. IF PERCOLATION TEST DO NOT PERMIT
sua SURFACE FIELDS, LAGOONS SHALL BE INSTALLEO. WASTE WATER SYSTEMS SHALL BE APPROVED BY TI-JE
LANCASTER COUNTY HEALTI-J DEPARTMENT.

t-

(/)

w

THE DEVELOPER SHALL CONSTRUCT AND SURFACE THE PRIVATE ROADWAYS WITH J" OF CRUSHED ROCK AND 1" OF
GRAVEL IN ACCORDANCE WITH TliE LANCASTER COUNTY STANOARDS. THE COUNTY SHALL BE NOTIFIED PRIOR TO
Tl-IE LAYING OF Tl-IE GRAVEL. All. SURFACING RADII AT ALL INTERIOR INTERSECTIONS SHAU. 8E JO FEET. Tl-IE
SURFACING RADII AT ntE INTERSECTION OF NORTH 170Tl-I STREET AND NORTH 17JR0 STREET AT HOLDREGE S1REET
SHALL BE 50.0 FEET.

9.

TWO SUBOMSION GROUND SIGNS SHALL BE PERMITTED FOR THIS Of.'VELOPMENT.

10.

ALL CULVERTS SHALL HAVE Elll-IER A Fl.ARED-ENO SECTION OR CONCRETE HEADWALL ON Tl-IE INLET END.

11 •

DEVELOPER Will. BE RESPONSIBL.£ FOR STREET SIGNS, TWO "STOP" SIGNS, TWO "NO OUTLET" su~NS ANO TWO
SPEED LIMIT SIGNS.

12.

ALL CURVIUNE'AR DIMENSIONS ARE CHORO LENGTl-IS.

I 3.

DIRECT VEHICULAR ACCESS TO NORTH 176Trl STREET rs HEREBY REUNQUISHEO EXCEPT AN EXISTING FARM ACCESS.
DIRECT VEHICULAR ACCESS TO HOLDREGE STRffT IS HEREBY RELINQUISHED EXCEPT FOR EXISTING FARM ACCESSES,
NORTH 170Tl-I STREET AND NORTH 17JRD STREET.

14.

ALL TOPOGRAPHIC CONTOURS ARE AT NAVO 86 DATUM.

15.

ONLY ONE RESIDENTIAi.. ACCESS SHAU. BE PERMITTED FOR EACH LOT.

16.

'JUNK CARS' SHALL BE PROHIBITED JN

17.

FUTURE LOT OWNERS WILL BE ADVISED THAT Tl-llS IS IN A RUfW.. FARM AREA AND THAT NORMAL AND CUSTOMARY
FARM ACTMTIES ARE NOT A NUISANCE.

t6.

FARM ACCESSES ARE FOR AGRICULTURAL USES ONLY.
ACCE:'SS.

19.

AT SUCH TIME AS DEVE\.OPMENT TO THE NORTH OCCURS, NORTH 17JRD STREET WILL BE EXTENDED.

nus

~

0

0

a::
CD
w

0

<{
(/)

DEVELOPMENT AS NOTED IN PROTECTIVE COVENANTS.

ANY Oll-IER USE WIU. FORFrlT ANO RELINQUISH THAT

REQUESTED WAIVERS:
1•

SIDEWALKS

2.

CUL-0£-SAC L.ENGTl-1

J.

BLOCK LEMGTH
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SAGEBROOK ESTATES
COUNTY COMMUNJTY UNIT PLAN
LEGAL DESCRIPTJON
The Southeast Quarter of Section 14, Township l 0 North, Range 8 East of the 6th P.M.,
Lancaster County, Nebraska and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southeast Comer of said Section l 4 thence along the south
section line of said Section 14 North 89°49'29" West, a distance of2634.04 feet to the
Southwest oomer of the Southeast Quarter of said Section 14;
Thence along the east I ine of the Southeast Quarter of said Section I 4 North
00°11 '27" West, 11 distance of 263 3. 91 feet to the Northwest Comer of the Southeast
Quarterofsaid Section 14;
Thence along the north line of the Southeast Quarter of said Section 14 South
89°56'59" East, 11 distance of2630.27 feet to the Northeast Comer of the Southeast
Quarter of said Section 14;
Thence along the east section Jine of said Section 14 South 00°16'19" East, a
distance of2639.68 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING and oontaining a calculated area
of 6,940,332.10 square feet or 159.33 acres.
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SAGEBROOK ESTATES
COUNTY COMMUNITY UNIT PLAN
WAIVERS
J.
Sidewalks - ~County Subdivision Resulatioos, Chapter 4 (Design Standards)
Section 4.06. Each lot is 1a.rgcr than 1 acre and this project will not be aoncroxl into tht City of
Lincoln in the near ~.

2.
Cul-de-sac length - Lancaster COUDty Subdivision ~gulations, Chapter 4 (Design
Standards) Section 4.03. DI.IC to the unique layout of the land, the lots have been designed tCI take
advantase of the mstina fe.atmes. To acquire accesa to the lots the length of the cul-de-sac
exceeds the standard length. Also, each lot is hqer than 1 acre and this project will not be
anocxed into the City of Lincoln in the near fbtlm=.
3.
Block length - Lanca.stcr County Subdivisioo Rcgulallons. Chapter 4 (Design Standards)
Section 4.07. To ptt:serve as much area possible for f3nn laod and tab advaotap Qfthe unique
layout o£tbe land, the block length can not be maintained within tbt: project. Also, each lat iA
larger than 1 acre and this project will not be annexed into the City of Li.n.coln in the near future.

Special Permit #08030
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ENGINEERING
PLANNING
SURVEYING
LYLE L. LOTH, P.E./LS.
June l8, 2008

Mr. Marvin Krout
Director of Planning
Lincoln City- Lane.aster County Planning Department
555 South 10th Street
Lincoln, NE 68508

RE:

Suite A- 601 Old Cheney Road
Lincoln, NE 68512
Pflone(402)421-2500
Fax (402) 421-7096
Email: lyle@espeng.com

SAGEBROOK ESTATES - COUN1Y COMMUNITY UNIT PLAN
NORTH I 76rn STREET & HOLDREGE STREET

Dear Marvin,

On behalf of F R Holdings, LLC, we are submitting the above mentioned application for your review. Sagcbrook
Estates is a proposed 'AG'..C.U.P. with 20% bonus on approximately 159.33 acres and is currently zoned 'AG'. We
arc showing 10 single family acreage lots, containing a minimum net area of3 acres . F.ach lot shall have individual
water wells and individual septie systems. The neighbors have been contacted by the developer on the requested
application. The dc\·eJoper has no interest in the land surrounding the property within this application.
The site eonsists of' AG· fanning uses, three existing gas lines, flood plain to the north and a pond with existing trees
through the property. To take advantage of the existing pond and trees, the proposed acreages have been clustered
around and have rear access to the common area. The pond and trees have been located within an outlot which will be
maintained by a homeo~ners association. A walking trail for the homeowners will be incorporated within the outlot.
The development has been designed to not interfere with the three existing Mid-America gas lines which consist of an
a.rrunonia line, petroleum line and a batch line. A 330 foot buffer strip, as recommended by the Lane.aster County
Health Depanment, has been shown from the center of the existing 60 foot gas line easement to either side of the gas
lines. Habitable structures will not be aJlowed within the buffer strip.
Along the north property line of the development, the 100 year flood plain slightly encroaches into property. The
flood plain is within the proposed outlot and the proposed acreage lots are not affected. The 100 year water surface
level of the pond has been sho"'n on the plans and docs not encroach into the adjacent proposed lots.
The proposed !ltreets shall be private roadways and will be graveled to meet Lane.aster County design standards. The
location of the two private roadway accesses onto Holdrege Strwt meet the site distanee required by the County.
Future improvements to Holdrege Street will affect the grading of the proposed private roadways. A portion of the
possible future improvement of Holdrege Street has been acquired from the County Engineer and shown on the profile.
The street profile of North l 73rrJ Street shows the proposed current grade and the future possible grade. A potential
future roadway extension has been shown going to the north. Potential future roadway extensions could be placed in
numerous places from North 170.n Cirde t.o the west property line and from North J73'd Street to the east property line
onto J761h Street.
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The placement of North l 70u. Circle has not been placed direaly on the Quarter Section Comer due to many factors.
Existing gas lines are located on the section line and arc approximately 3 to 4 feet below the surface of the ground.
The grading required to satisfy the County's minimum 2 feet deep diochcs would compromise the minimum depth of
coverage required by the gas company. An alternate loeation is approximately 50 feet east of the Quarter Section
Comer, which would meet the standard site distance, however, it would also require cutting in diochcs over the existing
gas lines. This alternate location would take away additional fann land, which the subdivision regulations state the
development should retain. Also, the alternate location would force the lot owner of Lot I, Block 2 to place his
habitable strueture approximately 220 feet from the private roadway due to the 330 foot buffer strip re.quested from the
Health Department. North l 70Ui Circle has been shown approximately 450 feet east of the Quarter Section Comer and
aJlows the development to retain as mueh fann land as possible, requirl!S no grading over the existing gas lines and
meets the required site distance.
We are requesting the following waivers to the subdivision regulations;
Sidewalks - Lancaster County Subdivision Regulations, Chapter 4 (Design Standards) Section 4.06. Each lot
is larger than I acre and this project will not be annexed into the City of Lincoln in the near future.
Cul-de-sac length - Lancaster County Subdivision Regulations, Chapter 4 (Design Standards) Section 4.03 .
Due to the unique layout of the land, the lots have been designed to take advantage of the existing features. To
acquire aceess to the lots the length of the cul-de-sac exceeds the standard length. Also, each lot is larger than
l acre and this project will not be annexed into the City of Lineoln in the near future.
Block length -- Lancaster County Subdivision Regulations, Chapter 4 (Design Standards) Section 4.07. To
preserve as mu eh area possible for fann land and take advantage of the unique layout of the land the block
length can not be maintained within the project. Also, each lot is 1arger than I acre and this projeet wilJ not be
annexed into the City of Lincoln in the near future .
We look forward to working with you and your staff as this project moves forward through the approval process.
Please feel free lo contael me if you have any further questions or comments.

A~;4L7
Marcia L. Kinning

cc;

F R Holdings, LLC

Enelosures:

24 Copies of Sheet 1 of3
S Copies of Sheets 2 & 3 of 3
County Application for a Community Unit Plan
County C.U.P. Application Fee $1,250.00
Health Department Fee $455.00
8-1 /2" x 1 I '' r~uctions of the p tans
Certificate of Ownership
Legal Description
Waiver List
3 Copies of the Culvert Analysis ~port
2 Copies of the Ground Water Report
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Groundwater Report
for
Township ION, Range SE, Section 14
Lancaster County, Nebraska
June 16, 2008

Prepared for
Jonathan Felts
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Prepared by
Dwight Hanson, PE
1285 County Road H
Ithaca, NE 68033
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Introduction:

This report is based on information from eight registered wells and two test wells in Section 14.
Additional information from wells in adjoining sections is included as these wells were tC8ted in
the initial data collection. The tC8t wells were drilled recently and have not been registered at the
time of this report. Water samples were collected from five wells .i.o the area and the test wells.
The water quality data is shown later in this report.

All of the wells in the area appear to be used fur domestic purposes. This indicates the water
quality in the area is generally suitable for domestic use.
All of the registered wells produce ten or more gallons per minllt.e. There is no standard in
Nebraska as to the requin=d quantity needed for residential purposes. There is a code commonly
used on the east coast. To obtain a building permit where this code applies a well must be
capable of producing seven gallon per minute fur twenty minutes. All of the wells in the area are
capable of producing continuously and exceed the cited requirements.
The aquifi:rs producing water in the area are Alluvial sands and Dakota sandstone. The shallower
wells tend to be completed in the Alluvial sands. The Dakota sandstone is p~ at greater
depth and the deeper wells are generally completed in the Dakota sandstone. The Dakota
sandstone may produce highly minerali7.ed or brackish water in this area.
The upper clays reported in the well logs are probably Glacial Till. There seem to be game sand
interoedded in the till as shown in some of the well logs. The gray and tan clays above and
intcrbedded with the upper sands are alluvial clays. The clays or shales reported as white or gray
with red or yellow in the lower fonnations are Dakota shales.
The formations in the area are highly variable. The alluvial sand in the tM holes drilled fur this
report appeare to be reworked sandstone. The driller agrees this ~ to be the case but the
sand is not clearly alluvial sand and m,ay.be loosely cemented sandstone. Due to this and the fact
sandstone and sand is not always clearly defined by drillen logs makes positive identification of
which formation is utilized for a particular well from the well logs.
Copies of the registered .well.logs and aeriBJ photo graphs showing their locations are included in
this report.
Clip•dty or Domestic Wells in Tl ON :it8E SEC 14:

Infunnatioo available on the registered wells indicates that wells in the area have a capacity of 10
gpm or greater. The water producing furmations are probably Alluvial sands and Dakota
Sandstone. The following is list of the registered wells in this section.
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There are some minerals that exceed the maximum recormnended level (MRL). The minerals do
not constitute a health risk. They are mainly aesthetic in nature or may cause a disagreeable taste
or in the case of Sulfate (S04) may cause diarrhea to sensitive persons above the MRL of 250
mg/L. Other MRL 's evaluated were Total Dissolved Solids (TDS). 500 mg/L, Manganese (Mn),
0.05 mg/L, end Iron (Fe). 0.3 mg!L. All of the samples tested would be oonsidered hard.
In all but one sample the level of Mn was above the MRL of 0.05 mg!L. Manganese causes
brown or black staining and may cause a metallic taste in the water. The levels reported can be

easily corrected with a water softener.

Iron is often also found in waters with elevated Mn. This is not the case from these telt8. AU
samples had levels below the MRL for Fe.

The unregistered well Skinner and G-J 3782.2 have elevated levels of S04 and IDS. The level of
S04 in well Skinner is 291.0 mg/L. This level probably would not affect most persons. G137822 has a level ofS04 at 909.9 mg/L. This amount ofS04 would likely ceuse most people
distress. These elevated levels of TDS and S04 can be corrected using a water softener end a
revme osmosis system.
G-.137822 was completed in sandstone. All of the other registered wells were completed in the
alluvial sand. Well Skinner may have been completed in sandstone. No log was available for this
well.
The test wells were completed in the Alluvial sand.

Condmion:
There are generally adequate water supplies in the area.
Wells should be completed in the Alluvial sand if possible since the water quality appears to
contain le,,s IDS and S04 tlwi the wells completed in sandstone. If it becomes necessary to
compJete wells in the sandstone there is readily available technology to treat the water so it is
potable.
The test wells were completed in the Alluvial sand as was G-115356. These well locations are
sh.own on the Site Plan included with this report. The wells span the area from north to south.
All wells completed in this area will likely be completed in the Alluvial sand. Since the geology is
highly variable some wells may need to be completed in the Dakota sandstone.
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DON R. THOMAS - COUNTY ENGINEER

DEPUTY·

KENNETH D. SCHROEDER
COUNTY SURVEYOR

r
DATE:

June 25, 2008

TO:

Mike DeKalb

Planning Departm~

!
~

,

J

J

SChroeder~~

FROll:

Keno.
county surveyor

SUBJECT:

SACiEBROOK ESTATES· SP08030
NORTH 176™ STREET AND HOLDRECE STREET

upon review. this office would offer the following comments:
1>

A general note should be added stating common and public access
easements are granted on the private roadways.

2>

General Note 11.3should be revised to reference North 1101n Clrcle.

3)

In the legal descrlPtlon, the line call to the east line of southeast
Quarter of section 14 Noo·11·21"W, should be revised to west line
etc ...

4>

A typical cross section of the proposed streets shall be shown
matching Lancaster county Standards.

S>

'Ole furure grading of North 173rc1 street extends throughout the
ground sign easement. The ground sign easement should be
relocated.

6>

A Foot grading easement outside the road right-of-Way should
be platted for furure gradlng on Holdrege street each direction
from North 113rc1 street and along both sides of North 113rc1 street
fOr a distance of 400 feet north of Holdrege street.

7>

culvert· A· should be moved approximately so feet south to be In
the drainage way.

8>

Permanent easements shall l)e shown for culverts that extend
beyond the road rlght·of-way.

so

KOS/bml
SUblllv.Wk/Sagebrvot ~tes.Mim
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Status of Review: Active

ANY

Reviewed By
Comments:
Status of Review: Active
Reviewed By 911

ANY

Comments:
Status of Review: Active
Reviewed By Alltel

ANY

Comments:
Status of Review: FYI

08/23/2008 8:30:22 AM

Reviewed By Building & Safety

Terry Kathe

Comments: As descrlbed In the attached letter to the submission documents, a note should be
added to explain 330 foot buffer zone and what is allowed to be built in this area.
EX. No SFR's or Accessory uses?

Status of Review : Active
Reviewed By County Engineer

JIM LANGTRY

Comments :

Pa9e 1 of 3
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07/01/2008 9:22:25 AM

Status of Review: Approved
Reviewed By Health Department

Comments:

ANY

LINCOLN~LANCASTER COUNTY HEAL TH DEPARTMENT
INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION

DIJ TQ:[ 1Mike DeKalbDLJCOATE:lliJune 30, 2008
DEPARTMENT:l1PfanningrJLJr:FROM:LlCJChris Schroeder
OOOOUO 0000

nATTENTION:uooo ODEPARTMENT:OHealth
CARBONS TO:DEH FileODOSUBJECT:uOSagebrook Estates
l ~ r :r 'EH AdministrationOCJOOSP #080300

The Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Department {LLCHD) has reviewed the
proposed development with the following noted:
r~The developer proposes the use of individual water wells. The groundwater report
indicates there are generally adequate groundwater supplies in the area. All of the
wells in the area are capable of producing a minimum of seven gallons per minute. All
of the wells cited in the study produce ten or more gallons per minute. The
groundwater quality in the area is highly variable. Some of the wells may need
treatment to reduce objectionable qualities. The quality ot the water does not
constitute a health risk.

I !The developer proposes the use of individual waste water treatment systems.
Lagoons shall be installed if percolation tests do not allow the use of subsurface fields.
1;Developers are responsible for all mosquito control issues during the building
process and all outlets, green-spaces, and/or natural corridors subsequently
controlled by the owner, tenant, occupant, lessee, or otherwise, for that subdivision
would be responsible for vectors of zoonotic disease in those areas.

DAii wind and water erosion must be controlled during construction. The Lower
Platte South Natural Resources District should be contacted for guidance in this
matter.
oDuring the construction process, the land owneris) will be responsible for controlling
off-site dust emissions in accordance with Lincoln-Lancaster County Air Pollution
Regulations and Standards Article 2 Section 32. Dust control measures shall include,
but not limited to application of water to roads, driveways, par1<ing lots on site, site
frontage and any adjacent business or residential frontage. Planting and maintenance
of ground cover will also be Incorporated as necessary.
LJThree underground pipelines, anhydrous ammonia, petroleum and a batch line, are
located to the west of this proposed development. The LLCHD commends the
applicant for meeting our recommendations by establishing a 330- foot buffer between
the pipelines and occupied dwellings. The LLCHO would also encourage the
applicant to consider notifying potential buyers and owners regarding the presence
and location of the pipelines and providing educational materials relative to pipeline
safety.

P11ge 2 of 3
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A.R. 1

eox se

ROCA, NEBRASKA 118430

402/.U.1-38615
fAX 4021423·11090
AREAi
saw:E CENTIR

Tuly 7, 2008

Mike DebJb, Project Plumer
S5S S. 10- St. #213
LillQ))n. NE 68S08

I haw r~ the aubjta Plat and see eucmentl in pJace to KCOD\mOdate ceblo
plat.f.med. l haw no other iuues.
I cao be raahed at '423-JMS lf there are any queaicn or comzms.
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EXHIBIT #9

SP21042

MICHAEL HAMAN
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EXHIBIT #11

SP21042

RHONDA BOPP
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TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Stephen Henrichsen, Planning Department

SUBJECT:

SP21042 Salt Creek Solar: Potential Conditions for Planning Commission
consideration

DATE:

November 10, 2021

CC:

David Levy

Rhonda Haas
________________________________________________________________________
At the October 27th public hearing on the County Salt Creek Solar special permit the, Planning
Commission discussed several aspects of the project and potential amendments. We have worked
with the County Attorney and the applicant to prepare one set of potential revisions to the
conditions to address some of those issues.
This text includes a Road Maintenance Agreement (Potential Condition 2.4) that was agreed upon by
the Planning Commission. We also included Condition 1.7 to help address concerns about noise from
the multiple small inverter boxes that would be spread throughout the field of solar panels. By
requiring a greater setback to those inverters, that will help address concerns about any potential
noise impacts. Condition 2.5 would address concerns that the Rural Fire Departments be prepared to
address any potential fires at the facility. The applicant noted in testimony they want to work with
the Rural Fire Departments and offered to help provide them equipment so they can quickly gain
entry to the site. They will have invested several hundred million dollars in the facility and want to
protect that investment.
We did not include a condition on wetlands. After further consideration it was clear that there may
be some minor temporary or permanent impacts to wetlands due to driveways or other aspects of
construction. Wetlands are regulated by the Corps of Engineers, so it is not necessary to have
additional conditions in this area.
The new conditions for your consideration are underlined starting on the next page.
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL – SPECIAL PERMIT #21042
Per Article 13.051 this approval permits a Solar Energy Conversion System.
Site Specific Conditions:
1.

2.

Before receiving building permits the permittee shall cause to be prepared and submitted to
the Planning Department a revised and reproducible final plot plan including 2 copies with all
required revisions and documents as listed below:
1.1

Add a note that no solar panels are allowed where significant streams are located
within the property or within drainage easements.

1.2

Identify the 100-year floodplain and any minimum flood corridors on the site plan to
the satisfaction of Lancaster County Engineering Department.

1.3

Add a note that no solar panels shall be located within the 100-year floodplain or any
minimum flood corridor.

1.4

In the Key on the site plan after 50 ft setback add, “Non-participating property
without a dwelling.”

1.5

In the Key on the site plan after 100 ft setback add, “Non-participating property with
a dwelling.”

1.6

In the Key on the site plan after 300 ft setback add, “Non-participating property with
a dwelling that is in a Community Unit Plan.”

1.7

In the Key on the site plan add, “Solar panel inverters shall be located at least 300
feet from a non-participating property line.”Note: For the purposes of this special
permit, inverters shall mean the above ground equipment necessary to “invert” the
direct current (DC) output into alternating current (AC).

Before receiving building permits provide the following documents meeting all the
requirements to the Planning Department to the satisfaction of the Planning Director:
2.1

An Erosion Control plan

2.2

A Landscape plan.

2.3

A Decommissioning plan.

2.4

A road maintenance agreement between the County and the permittee, approved by
the Lancaster County Engineer and the County Attorney.

2.5

Developer shall provide the Waverly, Eagle and Southeast Rural Fire Departments
(WES-RFD) all pertinent information in case of a fire or other emergency on site,
including but not limited to 24 hour contact information, access points, the location of
shut offs and circulation patterns. Developer shall update WES-RFD of any changes to
such information. The developer shall provide, at the developer’s sole cost,
equipment necessary for WES-RFD to gain entry to the site in the event of an
emergency.

144

Standard Conditions:
3. The following conditions are applicable to all requests:
3.1

Before starting the operation, all development and construction shall substantially
comply with the approved plans.

3.2

All privately-owned improvements, including landscaping and recreational facilities,
shall be permanently maintained by the Permittee or an appropriately established
homeowners association approved by the City.

3.3

The physical location of all setbacks and yards, buildings, parking and circulation
elements, and similar matters be in substantial compliance with the location of said
items as shown on the approved site plan.

3.4

The terms, conditions, and requirements of this resolution shall run with the land and
be binding upon the Permittee, its successors and assigns.

3.5

The applicant shall sign and return the letter of acceptance to the County Clerk. This
step should be completed within 60 days following the approval of the special permit.
The Permittee shall file a copy of the resolution approving the special permit and the
letter of acceptance with the Register of Deeds. Building permits will not be issued
unless the letter of acceptance has been filed.
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Voting Precincts with Proposed County Board of Commissioners Districts
Lancaster County, Nebraska

2

5

Agnew
West Salt

Davey

Waverly 2

Rock Creek

Raymond

Malcolm

Oak

Waverly North
Waverly South

Elk

Waverly

01D10

North Bluff
01E09
01D09
01E08

01D11

01E05

01F01

01D04 12G01

01E04
01D06

01E03

01E06

01D07

11A02

03A00

03D00

02A00

01A00

04A00
05B01 06A01

3

02C02

02D03

02C01

05C01

02D01

11E07
11E01

07D02
10A00

Lincoln
08C02

02C03

06D02

06E02
05E03

10B05

08A00
09A01

10B03

09C01 09D01

09F02

09F01

09F05

10D02

10D01

10E05
09F03

10E07

09G02

09G04
09F04
09G01

05E11
Yankee Hill

1

Denton

12A05

10C06

05E04

05E05
05E07
05E08

09G05

09G03

09G07 09H01
09H02

09G08
09H06

09H03

10E12

12B01

12B06 12B07

10C08

10F06

10G07
10F05

10F12

09H04

09H07 09H05

Walton

10G02

10C12

10G05

10F11

10G06

10E01

10F14

10E11

10F15

10G08

10H01

10H06

10E15

4

10F10

10G01

10E14

09G09

10G04

10F07

10F03

12B09

12B08

12B04

10G03

10E10
10E08

09F11

12A09

12B02

10D03 10F04

09H08

Rokeby

11E03

10C05
10C04

09F09
09G06

11E05

Stevens Creek

12A07 12A08 12A10

11E06

09E01
09E02 10D04 10F01 10F02
05C03
09E04
06E01
10E04
09E05
10D08

02D02

Denton

12A04

11D02

07A00

01B00

01A01

Emerald

12C07

12C02

11E10

01F04

Middle Creek

11B01

11A01

01D01

01E02

12A11

12F00

01D02

01E07

01F03

Prairie Home

12C06

01D08
01D05

01F02

12D00

12G02

10H02

10F16
10H04

10H03

10E16

Stockton

10H07

10H08

10H09

10E17

10H05
09H09

Cheney

10H10

05E09

Grant

Nemaha1

Bennet

Roca

Saltillo1

Centerville

Martell

Nemaha2

Hickman

Sprague

Hickman

Saltillo 1

Saltillo 2

Holland

Kramer
Princeton
Buda

Hallam
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From the Office of the
Lancaster County Election Commissioner
October 2021
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November 29, 2021

2021 LANCASTER COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICTS
POPULATION ALLOCATION
District 1:

64,180

District 2:

64,101

District 3:

65,108

District 4:

66,257

District 5:

63,785

Lancaster County Board of
Corrections
December 2, 2021

LANCASTER COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
:

Lancaster County Board of Corrections
December 2, 2021

Agenda
Thursday, December 2, 2021
9:45 a.m.
I.

Approval of the August 19, 2021 minutes
a. August 19, 2021 minutes

II.

Population Statistics & Charts
a. Population Comparisons
b. Booking and Lodging Totals
c. Pre-Trial and Sentence Conversion Release
d. Custodial Sanctions/County Reinvestment Act
e. Regional Center Waiting Periods
f. Community Hospital Posts
g. Felonies Sentenced to Lancaster County
h. Drug Court Remand
i. Violation of House Arrest
j. FY21 Statistics Report

III.

Programming

IV.

Transportation

V.

Work Crews

VI.

Training
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MINUTES
BOARD OF CORRECTIONS MEETING
THURSDAY, AUGUST 19, 2021
COUNTY-CITY BUILDING
COUNTY-CITY BUILDING – ROOM 112
9:00 A.M.
Board Members Present: Deb Schorr, Chair; Roma Amundson; Sean Flowerday; Rick Vest;
and Christa Yoakum
Others Present: Dave Derbin Chief Administrative Officer; Brad Johnson, Corrections Director;
Shannon Morgan, Monica Nelson, Probation Officers, Adult Probation; Ben Houchin, Chief
Deputy Sheriff; Jodi Nelson, Susan Strong, District Court Judges; Jessica Kerkhofs, Chief
Assistant City Attorney; Candace Berens, Deputy County Attorney; George Dungan, Paul
Cooney, Deputy Public Defenders; and Leslie Brestel, County Clerk’s Office
Advanced public notice of the meeting was posted on the County-City Building bulletin board,
and the Lancaster County, Nebraska, website and emailed to media on August 18, 2021, and
published in the Lincoln Journal Star print edition and website on August 5, 2021.
The meeting was called to order at 8:35 a.m. A copy of the Open Meetings Act was posted on
the wall at the back of the meeting room.
AGENDA ITEM
I.

APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES FOR MAY 13, 2021

MOTION: Vest moved and Amundson seconded approval of the May 13, 2021, meeting
minutes. Yoakum, Flowerday, Amundson, Vest and Schorr voted yes. Motion carried 5-0.
II.

POPULATION STATISTICS & CHARTS

Johnson reviewed a PowerPoint presentation that covered various aspects of the Corrections
Department (see agenda packet).
a.

Population Comparisons

Johnson noted there has been a 23.5% population increase from the previous quarter with the
average daily population at 84% of the operational capacity. The population today is 670
individuals and they are staying almost one week longer than in 2014. He felt LB605 (Provide,
3|Page
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change, and eliminate penalties, punishments, sentencing, restitution, probation, parole, and
crime victim provisions and provide for post-release supervision, grants, and suspension of
medical assistance for inmates) may play into this number. He also stated law enforcement is
doing what they can to keep bookings low, but the population in the jail is increasing.
Schorr requested group input on how to lower the jail population.
Strong said during the pandemic house arrest was used in lieu of being in the jail. She voiced
her concern that house arrest may not be the best option for some individuals due to the
probability of reoffending and public safety concerns. Morgan added individuals placed on
supervision who would not normally have been may have had the possibility to have custodial
sanctions placed upon them, therefore, the number of bookings would increase.
Johnson said vaccinations are being offered in the jail, but many inmates are refusing one.
Cooney felt cite and release was an effective way to reduce the jail population. The City and
County Attorneys would work with Corrections for those who had low level offenses or high
risk for infection to reduce their bonds. Also, he noted it is important to remember that many
individuals are impoverished or pre-trial detainees and an effort to focus on this population is
warranted.
Dungan stated over the last few months individuals charged with non-violent crimes with high
percentage bonds has increased significantly. He stressed individuals who are able to get into
treatment programs are less likely to be held in custody after sentencing.
Houchin said during the height of the pandemic law enforcement was not checking on people
as before. Once the pandemic slowed down, those checks resumed. He expressed his
frustration with individuals who chronically reoffend. Strong agreed that is difficult as judges
are trying to make judgement calls to best serve both the public and the offending individuals.
She stated it is sad that there is not a lockdown treatment facility with licensed mental health
professionals to help individuals with their substance abuse issues.
A monthly meeting with Corrections, law enforcement, judges and attorneys will be held to
find ways to reduce the jail population. Additionally, Corrections will provide a list of
individuals who would be deemed a high-complication risk if they contracted COVID to the City
and County Attorneys’ Offices to be used for possible bond or sentence reductions.
b.
c.
d.
4|Page

Booking and Lodging Totals
Pre‐ Trial and Sentence Conversion Release
Custodial Sanctions/County Reinvestment Act

Lancaster County Board of Corrections
December 2, 2021

See agenda packet for more information on Items b-d.
e.

Regional Center Waiting Periods

Johnson reviewed the waiting periods for the Regional Center (see agenda packet). He said 6
individuals from the County are currently at the Regional Center, while 22 are on a waiting list.
The average waiting period is 90 days.
Johnson stated the jail is in desperate need of more correctional officers. Currently there are
130 officers and 151 positions are allowed. Candidates that have been applying are low in
number and the majority are not qualified for the position. He voiced his concern about the
possibility of needing to house inmates outside of Lancaster County.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Community Hospital Posts
Felonies Sentenced to Lancaster County
Drug Court Remand
Violation of House Arrest
FY21 Statistics Report

See agenda packet for more information on Items F-J.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

PROGRAMMING
TRANSPORTATION
WORK CREWS
TRAINING

See agenda packet for more information on Items III-VI.
ADJOURNMENT
MOTION: Amundson moved and Vest seconded to adjourn the meeting at 9:16 a.m.
Yoakum, Amundson, Flowerday, Vest and Schorr voted yes. Motion carried 5-0.
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II. Population Statistics (July 1-September 30, 2021)
A. Population Comparisons



The average daily population (ADP) for this period of 2021 was 641.5 detainees
compared to 523.4 for the same period in 2020. This is a 22.6% increase.



This period ADP consumed 96.5% of the department’s operational capacity of 665.



Other Population Totals during 3rd quarter of 2021:
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Felony Arrests - 786



Misdemeanor Arrests - 1,016



Felons Sentenced - 71



Misdemeanors Sentenced - 120



Held for other Jurisdictions - 122



Percent Conditionally Released Average - 39.1%

Current Population Statistics-As of November 19, 2021


Inmates were in custody - 623



Average bookings per inmate - 12.4



Average FTA per inmate - 4.1



Average FTC per inmate - 3.0



Inmates had a history of state incarceration - 160 or 26%

Lancaster County Board of Corrections
December 2, 2021

LANCASTER COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
AVERAGE POPULATION BY MONTH

TOTAL POPULATIONS
FY19, FY20, FY21, FY22

700

675

population.xls
11/17/2021

662.7

661.9
655.2

650

643.4

660.6

641.9

637.8

639.2

649.6

641.9

634.4
626.2

624.7

653.9

632.5

631.9

644.6

625

638.3

615.2
625.1

620.2
612.1

600
589.7

603.3

581.0

580.6

578.2

575

588.1

600.4

573.3

FY19
FY20

558.3
550.8

550

552.0

546.4

FY21

544.2

FY22

531.4

525

500
480.5

475

463.1
452.5
442.7

450

425

400
JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUNE

AVERAGES

FY22 TO DATE
FY21 SAME PERIOD
FY21 ADP
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511.8
555.5
555.5

-7.9% Change in FY22 to date over same time period
-7.9% Change in FY22 to date over FY21 average to year end

Lancaster County Board of Corrections
December 2, 2021
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Population Status
As of September 30, 2021
Status
County Pretrial Misd
County Pretrial Felony
City Pretrial Misd
County Sentenced Misd
County Sentenced Felony
City Sentenced Misd
Other

9|Page

Total
49
355
7
129
56
12
2

Percentage
7.97
57.72
1.14
20.98
9.11
1.95
0.33

Lancaster County Board of Corrections
December 2, 2021

B. Booking & Lodging Totals

 Average bookings were up 9.34% compared to the same time period last year.
 Average lodgings were up .39% compared to the same time period last year.

C. Pre-Trial/Sentence Conversion Release
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D. Custodial Sanctions/County Reinvestment Act



Lancaster County Department of Corrections tracked offenders who were incarcerated for Custodial
Sanctions. During the period, 8/31/15 to 9/30/2021, there have been 1,507 custodial sanctions.
These offenders served a total of 23,304 days.

 59 individuals have served 84 custodial sanctions this quarter for a total of 1,032 days (17.5 average
days per individual).
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 34 individuals will serve 49 County Custodial Sanctions this quarter for a total of 575 days (16.9
average days per individual)

 There were 25 individuals serving 35 State Custodial Sanctions this quarter, totaling 457 days served.
(18.3 average days per individual)
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 Lancaster County Department of Corrections tracked 8 offenders who were incarcerated for
violating State Post Release Supervision. These inmates had their State Post Release Supervision
revoked and were re-sentenced to county time. These sentences totaled 953 days or an average of
119.1 days per individual.
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E. Regional Center Housing

 7 individuals currently housed 745 days (106.42 days average per individual)

 16 individuals waiting 1,444 days (90.25 days average per individual)
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F. Community Hospital Post

2021 (Q3 July – September) Days with Community Hospital Posts
Blue = 1 Hospital Post
2021

Sunday

Monday

Green = 2 Hospital Posts
Tuesday

Red = 3 Hospital Posts
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

19
X
26
Y

20
X
27
Y
Z
03
BB
10
CC
DD

15
W
22
X
29
Y
05

16
W
23
X
30
Y
AA
06

17

18

14
W
21
X
28
Y
Z
04
11
DD

13
DD
EE
FF
20
GG

14
DD
EE
FF
21

JUL
25

24
31

01
BB
08

02
BB
09
CC

15
DD
EE
22
HH
29
II
05
JJ
KK
12
KK
19

16
EE

17
GG

18
GG

12
DD
EE
FF
19
GG

23
HH
30
II
06
JJ
KK
13
KK
20
MM
27
OO

24

25

26

27

31
II
07
JJ
KK
14
LL
21
MM
28
OO
PP

01

02

08
KK

09
KK

03
JJ
10
KK

28
II
04
JJ
11
KK

15
LL
22

16

17

18

23
NN
30
PP

24
NN

25
NN

AUG

SEP

Wednesday

26

29
PP

07

20 inmates admitted to community hospital in third quarter (July through September) 2021. 44 days with one
inmate admitted, 9 additional days with two inmates admitted, 3 days with three inmates admitted.
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G. Felonies Sentenced to Lancaster County
 Felony 3A


18 inmates @ 2,912 days (161.8 average days per inmate)

 Felony 4


21 inmates @ 5,086 days (242.2 average days per inmate)

 Total of 39 inmates will serve 7,998 days (205.1 average days per inmate)

H. Drug Court Remand


6 drug court participants will serve 10 remands during this quarter totaling 612 days (102 average
days per individual)

I. Violation of House Arrest
 36 violations served 3262 days (90.6 average days per violation)

J. FY21 Statistics Report
LANCASTER COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
MONTHLY STATUS REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 2022
2021
JUL

Average Daily Population @ADF
High for Month
Low for Month
Total Number of Bookings
Felony Arrests
Misdemeanor Arrests
Felons Sentenced
Misdemeanants Sentenced
Held for Other Jurisdictions

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

2022
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

AVERAGE TOTAL
TO DATE TO DATE

624.7
646
583
736
275
355
22
44
37

660.6
670
629
706
260
325
28
44
48

639.2
646
610
676
251
336
21
32
37

634.4
641
605
717
280
328
14
42
55

639.7
650.8
606.8
708.8
266.5
336.0
21.3
40.5
44.3

N/A
N/A
N/A
2,835
1,066
1,344
85
162
177

276

262

289

298

281.3

1,125

37.50% 37.11% 42.75% 41.56%
212
194
210
215
64
68
79
83

39.7%
207.8
73.5

831
294

Total Conditionally Released
Percent Conditionally Released
Pre-Arraignment Releases
Court Disposition Releases

AUG

Total of Individuals Lodged

460

444

387

419

427.5

1,710

178
3
17

200
1
23

133
0
12

109
1
14

155
1
17

620
5
66

MEDICAL/MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
Referred to Jail Physician
Referred to Mental Health/LRC
Transferred to Emergency Room
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III. Programming (July 1-September 30, 2021)
 Religious (334 Meetings)


Bible Study - 88



Church Service - 90



Discipleship Mentoring - 29



1:1 Religious Counseling - 127



Healing Heart Wounds - 0

 Substance Abuse Education & 12 Step Programs (42 Meetings)


The Bridge Behavioral Health Substance Abuse Education for Men- 0



St. Monica’s Substance Abuse Education for Women- 0



AA Meetings - 29



NA Meetings - 5



Drug Recovery Meetings - 4

 W.I.S.R. Programs (166 meetings)


Yoga/Exercise - 38



Moving On - 38



Seeking Safey - 25



What You Need to Know - 12



12 Crucial Life Skills - 18



Helping Women Recover - 7



WISR DBT - 14



Beyond Anger & Violence - 14

 Educational Programs (92 classes)
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GED Classes - 71



CASAS (formerly TABE) Classes - 11



Lincoln Literacy - 0



Christian Heritage Parenting - 0

Lancaster County Board of Corrections
December 2, 2021



Christian Heritage Within My Reach (Domestic Relationships Ed) - 0



Released & Restored Job/Life Skills - 0



Moral Reconation Therapy (M.R.T.) - 0



Dialectical Behavorial Therapy - 0



Food Prep Skills - 10



Food Handler Permit Testing - 0

 Transition Planning (0 inmate contacts)


V.A. Outreach - 0



Center Pointe Dual Diagnosis Homeless Outreach - 0

 Work/Court Ordered Release Averages per Month - 0
 Other
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GED Practice/Subject Tests - 0

Lancaster County Board of Corrections
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IV. Transportation (July 1-September 30, 2021)
 Court Appearances




County Court
o

Video Appearances - 2,194

o

Physical Appearances - 654

District Court
o

Video Appearances - 199

o

Physical Appearances - 650

 Off-Site Transports
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State Department of Corrections
o

Diagnostic and Evaluation - 56

o

Nebraska Center for Women (York) - 6

Medical
o

Hospital - 31

o

Clinical Appointments - 92

Mental Health
o

Lincoln Regional Center - 20

o

Crisis Center - 9

Miscellaneous Transport Duties
o

Telephonic Court - 4

o

Transfer to Y.A.C. - 2

o

Other - 2

Lancaster County Board of Corrections
December 2, 2021

V. Work Crews (July 1-September 30, 2021)
 Adult Detention Facility (ADF) or Yard Crews






Crew of 5 inmates worked 40 times around the facility.
o

Cleaning the warehouse

o

Showers throughout the building.

o

Miscellaneous jobs in non-detention areas of the jail.

o

Unloading and putting away large monthly orders of supplies.

o

Loading pallets in the warehouse and bringing supplies into the building weekly.

o

Deep cleaned staff dining kitchen and helped repaint staff kitchen during Summit
revamp.

o

Cleaned court staging area.

o

Landscaping around facility

Crew of 6 inmates worked 6 times at the Event Center.
o

Cleaned up storm damage at the Lancaster Event Center.

o

Repaired damaged horse stalls.

o

Completed other odd jobs to ensure the event center was ready for the rodeo and
fair.

Crew of 3 inmates worked approximately 2 times sewing & repairing.
o
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Sewed and repaired aproximately 300 masks

Lancaster County Board of Corrections
December 2, 2021

VII. Training (July 1-September 30, 2021)

Training
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Staff

Number
Hours
of Staff
of
Attended Training

Security Mentor

Officer

6

2

Academy

Full time

5

120

Orientation Training

NPA

1

10

Orientation Training

Nurse

1

38

Orientation Training

New Officers

12

80

On Job Training

Officers

7

80

PPTC

Officers

1

8

(FTO) Field Training Program

Officers

2

20 weeks

On-Line Security Mentor Training

All

12

2

Emergency Procedures

Admin

57

2

Emergency Procedures

Security

181

8

APPOINTED OFFICIALS SALARY SURVEY 2022
Youth Services
Center Director

Chief Administrative
Officer

Deputy Chief
Administrative Officer

Budget & Fiscal
Officer

Facilities & Properties
Director

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

A

$92,672

$157,542

$116,995

$198,891

$83,300

$141,611

$92,672

$157,542

$82,477

$140,212

B

$83,544

$129,493

$99,839

$159,744

$91,331

$141,563

C

$89,232

$129,210

$108,680

$157,435

$58,606

$84,814

$114,400

$114,400

$89,232

$129,210

D

$84,557

$111,356

$205,000

$205,000

$77,918

$102,743

$112,281

$148,193

$117,749

$155,434

E

$63,393

$92,767

$184,050

$184,050

$86,725

$126,914

$77,037

$112,737

$77,037

$112,737

$100,000

$100,000

COUNTY

F

Mean

$82,680

$124,074

$153,681

$186,344

$76,637

$114,021

$99,246

$138,523

$92,971

$129,859

Median

$84,557

$129,210

$150,523

$191,471

$80,609

$114,828

$99,839

$148,193

$90,282

$134,711

Midpoint

$83,618

$126,642

$152,102

$188,907

$78,623

$114,425

$99,542

$143,358

$91,626

$132,285

Lancaster

$115,000

$115,000

$150,000

$150,000

$95,500

$95,500

$119,895

$119,895

$105,757

$105,757

$ incr/decr

-$31,382

$11,642

$2,102

$38,907

-$16,877

$18,925

-$20,353

$23,463

-$14,131

$26,528

% incr/decr

-27.29%

10.12%

1.40%

25.94%

-17.67%

19.82%

-16.98%

19.57%

-13.36%

25.08%

*Annual amounts set to 32
hours per week for
comparison

1

APPOINTED OFFICIALS SALARY SURVEY 2022
Corrections
Director

Weed Control
Superintendent

Community Corrections
Director

County Veterans
Service Officer

Risk Management
Director

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

A

$104,125

$177,014

$52,312

$78,874

$63,918

$102,253

$73,405

$124,789

$68,037

$68,037

B

$134,926

$134,926

$69,919

$108,375

$83,544

$129,493 *

C

$89,232

$129,210

$49,338

$71,427

D

$102,134

$134,693

$84,557

$111,356

$58,284

$76,331

$97,398

$128,429 *

E

$105,000

$115,087

$57,492

$84,131

$58,411

$58,411 *

COUNTY

*

F

$89,187

$130,515
*

Mean

$107,083

$138,186

$63,193

$83,193

$76,553

$116,384

$62,737

$95,231

$82,993

$108,653

Median

$104,125

$134,693

$57,951

$81,502

$76,553

$116,384

$64,102

$92,353

$83,544

$128,429

Midpoint

$105,604

$136,439

$60,572

$82,348

$76,553

$116,384

$63,419

$93,792

$83,269

$118,541

Lancaster

$125,309

$125,309

$77,981

$77,981

$111,026

$111,026

$75,286

$75,286

$96,249

$96,249

$ incr/decr

-$19,705

$11,130

-$17,409

$4,367

-$34,473

$5,358

-$11,867

$18,506

-$12,981

$22,292

% incr/decr

-15.72%

8.88%

-22.32%

5.60%

-31.05%

4.83%

-15.76%

24.58%

-13.49%

23.16%

*Position Directs both
Corrections Department and
Community Corrections
Department $120,691

*Position has been changed to
a classified position

*Position Directs both
Corrections Department and
Community Corrections
Department $120,691

2

*Match has greater scope of
duties

APPOINTED OFFICIALS SALARY SURVEY 2022
Emergency Management
Director

Emergency Management
Deputy Director

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

A

$82,477

$140,212

$77,938

$124,696

$82,477

$140,212 *

B

$100,521

$100,521

$83,544

$129,493

C

$66,352

$96,096

$60,112

$87,048

D

$112,281

$148,193

$73,459

$96,614

$76,976

$101,291

E

$73,371

$107,370

$77,037

$112,737

F

$86,595

$86,595

$58,760

$93,933

Mean

$86,933

$113,165

$67,567

$100,573

$80,009

Median

$84,536

$103,946

$66,786

$95,273

Midpoint

$85,734

$108,555

$67,176

Lancaster

$81,390

$81,390

$ incr/decr

$4,344

% incr/decr

5.34%

COUNTY

Mental Health
Crisis Center Director
MAXIMUM

Human Services
Administrator
MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

$82,477

$140,212

Clinical
Director
MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

$129,509

$171,046 *

$120,933

$105,993

$155,629

$79,757

$121,115

$105,993

$155,629

$97,923

$79,883

$121,024

$105,993

$155,629

$73,825

$73,825

$98,887

$98,887

$109,993

$109,993

$187,375

$187,375

$27,165

-$6,649

$24,098

-$19,004

$22,137

-$4,000

$45,636

-$187,375

-$187,375

33.38%

-9.01%

32.64%

-19.22%

22.39%

-3.64%

41.49%

-100.00%

-100.00%

*Match has greater scope of
duties

3

*Match has greater scope of
duties

Appointed Salary Information 2022
MSSDIR & MSS
Name

Department

Class Title

ETHERTON, KIM G.

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS DIRECTOR

PARKS, LANDON G.

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

ASST DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

MEYER, DENNIS M.

BUDGET AND FISCAL

BUDGET & FISCAL OFFICER

ECKLEY, LINDA S.

RISK MANAGEMENT

RISK MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR

HOYLE, SARA L.

HUMAN SERVICES

HUMAN SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR

HELMS, LISA M.

VETERANS SERVICES

COUNTY VETERANS SERVICE OFFICER

DERBIN, DAVID A.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

BAUER, KRISTY R.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

DAVIDSAVER, JAMES

Current

2.5%

salary

increase

2.75%

3%

increase

increase

$111,026

$113,802

$114,079

$114,357

$94,372

$96,731

$96,967

$97,203

$119,895

$122,892

$123,192

$123,492

$96,249

$98,655

$98,896

$99,136

$109,993

$112,743

$113,018

$113,293

$75,286

$77,168

$77,356

$77,545

$150,000

$153,750

$154,125

$154,500

DEPUTY CHIEF ADMIN OFFICER

$95,500

$97,888

$98,126

$98,365

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR

$81,390

$83,425

$83,628

$83,832

HOSKING, MARK D.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DEP DIRECTOR

$73,825

$75,671

$75,855

$76,040

ETHERTON, SCOTT

MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS CENTER

MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS CENTER DIRECTOR

$98,887

$101,359

$101,606

$101,854

MEYER, BRENT D.

WEED CONTROL AUTHORITY

WEED CONTROL SUPERINTENDENT

$77,981

$79,931

$80,125

$80,320

PETERSON, KERIN L.

CNTY/CITY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT FACILITES AND PROPERTIES DIRECTOR

$105,757

$108,401

$108,665

$108,930

WESLEY, STEVEN

YOUTH SERVICES CENTER

YOUTH SERVICES CENTER DIRECTOR

$115,000

$117,875

$118,163

$118,450

JOHNSON, BRADLEY

CORRECTIONS

CORRECTIONS DIRECTOR

$125,309

$128,442

$128,755

$129,068

ROY, SANAT K.

COMM. MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

CLINICAL DIRECTOR

$187,375

$192,059

$192,528

$192,996

Current wage

$1,717,845

Cost of a 2.5% increase

$42,946

Cost of a 2.75% increase

$47,241

Cost of a 3% increase

$51,535

Salary Information 2022
MSSBR
Name

Department

Class Title

Current

2.5%

2.75%

3%

salary

increase

increase

increase

ALBIN, LYNNE M.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,635

$70,807

$70,979

CEBALLOS, KRISTIN D.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

DRAPER, KRISTIN L.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

FOLSOM, KIM R.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

HUGHES, DIANE A.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

HUSSEY, ELIZABETH D.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

LAMPE, SHERI A.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

RHYNALDS, CHRISTINE L.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

WAPLES, CHERYL K.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

NEUBERGER, ANGELA R.

JUVENILE COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

POFAHL, ANGELA M.

JUVENILE COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

ROTHE, AMBER D.

JUVENILE COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

WIEBOLD, SARAH E.

JUVENILE COURT BAILIFF II*

$68,912

$70,290

$70,807

$70,979

BORGERDING KULWICKI, JENNIFER

DISTRICT COURT CHILD SUPPORT REFEREE

$120,007

$122,407

$123,307

$123,607

* The Board has stated they would like to equalize the Bailiff II to the Paralegal II.
The Paralegal II is currently paid $70,489 at the maximum.

Current wage

$1,015,863

Cost of 2.5% increase

$20,662

Cost of 2.75% increase

$27,936

Cost of 3% increase

$30,476

